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BOTANICAL DIVISION.

G. E. Stone and R. E. Smith.

The Asparagus Rust in Massachusetts.

Various varieties of asparagus have been under cultivation for a

great many centuries, and even as far bade as the time of Pliny it is

mentioned as being in the highest state of cultivation. It has been

under cultivation in England and France for some hundred years,

where it has been highly esteemed, and from which countries it was

introduced into America by the early colonists. We find it occurring

in Massachusetts at a very early period and Josselyn, in his "New
England Rarities," published in 1672, says that " Sparagus thrives

exceedingly." It is also known that the Huguenots, who settled at

Oxford, Mass., in the year 16^0, were skilled horticulturists and that

they brought with them from their mother country, France, the best

types of vegetables, fruits, and flowers, which they cultivated with

a skill quite unknown to their f^nglish contemporaries. Among the

various vegetables which they brought with them was the asparagus,

and its plants after having been set out some two hundred

years ago can at the present time be seen, or at least plants originating

from the same stock, growing spontaneously j'ear after year over

the ruins of the original settlement of this remarkable people.

The cultivation of asparagus, however, was extremely limited in

Massachusetts during the 17th and ISth centuries, it being confined

to the private gardens of the more progressive and well-to-do famil-

ies, and even at the beginning of the present century its cultivation

was not at all common. As to that matter, it is probably within the

bounds of accuracy when we affirm that even seventy-live years ago



the number of asparagus beds iu a typical Massachusetts town

would not exceed two or three. At the present time, however, this

condition of affairs has been entirely changed and asparagus ranks

as one of the most highly esteemed vegetables which go to the table.

Asparagus beds are now found in every private garden of any pre-

tence, and the production of this vegetable for the large markets in

Massachusetts to-day utilizes many hundred acres of fertile land

and provides occupation with fair returns to a large number of mar-

ket-gardeners. According to some recent statistics pertainirg to

market-gardening in Massachusetts it is shown that the increase in

the production of vegetables during the period from 1885 to 1895

has been 22%, and while there are no special data given concerning

asparagus this product will undoubtedly rank among the first in its

increase.

The growing of asparagus on a large scale in Massachusetts is

confined to certain towns ; it being most extensively grown in those

possessing a light sandy soil. Tlie largest growers are situated

in the eastern sections of the state, near the large maikets. In the

vicinity of Concord there are some 400 acres of asparagus under

cultivation which largely sui)ply the Boston markets, and 100 acres

or more are also controlled by the South Elaslham Asparagus Co. on

Cape Cod. The annual income from asparagus alone in Coucoid is

estimated at ^100,000.

The Asparagus Rust.

The asparagus rust has been known iu Europe for a great many
years, and since the time of the elder de Candolle, who was the

first to study it nearly a century ago, the rust has been known to be

caused by a fungus which has borne the name Puccinia Asparagi

D. C. It is known to occur in most of the countries of Europe and

mention is made of it in all the principal publications on the conti-

nent relating to the diseases of plants. The first mention of the

asparagus rust in the United States was by Ilarkness, who claimed

to have observed it on the Pacific coast in 1880, although there

appears to be some doubt whether the genuine rust, Ftachna A.'^jiai'-

ag', was ever really found there. The first mention of it in the

Eastern states was in the fall of 1896. Prof. Halsted was the first

to call attention to it and we shortly afterwards observed it in this

State on the beds at the INIassachusetts Agricultural College. It



was learned at that time that it was distributed over New England,

Long Island, New Jersey, and Delaware, where it had become

firmly established, and the next year it had spread to the large

asparagus beds in South Carolina, but so far as we are aware, little

if any but black spores (teleutospores) were noted in 1896 in

Massachusetts, and no perceptible damage resulted to the market-

able crop in 1897 as a result of the rust during 1896.

The fact, however, that the rust should appear over so large an

area at practically the same time is rather astonishing, and if the

infection started from a single point or even from distant places in

this country, it is interesting as showing how quickly a fungus like

this can spread over a large area in so short a time. There appears

to be some doubt among practical growers in some localities in

regard to .the first appearance of the rust in 1896. We have recently

learned from a number of different people residing on Cape Cod

that it has been known there for some years, but it is impos-

sible at the present time to procure absolute proof in regard to the

reliability of this assertion. Some of the evidence in regard to these

ideas may not be out of place here. One correspondent on the Cape

writes as follows :
" We have had the asparagus rust in this town

for four or five years, but to no great extent until 1897 ;" and

another gentleman from the same locality states that " The aspara-

gus rust has been seen in this vicinity for a number of years," and

that " Last year (1897) every one had it." The following from the

Cape is along the same line. " I am confident that I have had the

rust on my beds longer than 1896 * * * * and I feel cer-tain

that I had the disease two years before the growers in Concord." Or

in other words as far back as 1894:. At first we were strongly

inclined to regard these ideas as mistaken ones, but as they appeared

to be universal and strongly believed we became convinced that

there might be some truth in them. Nevertheless it is not unlikely

that in some instances certain other things have been mistaken for

the rust or confused with it. It is well known that the young suc-

culent stems of the asparagus as they are cut for the market fre-

quently show reddish or rusty blotches upon their stems, and we have

observed the same blotches upon the more mature plants just below

the surface of the soil. These reddish blotches seem to occur upon

plants grown in some soil more abundantly than upon others, and

we are told that this is the reason why asparagus is not grown in



some localities. It is not unlikely that these blotches have been

mistaken for the genuine rust. This view of the matter appears to

have some support in the statement which we have received ; namely,

that the asparagus rust has been observed by one grower as occur-

ring as early as April and May, which is quite contrary to all of our

observations and to those of growers throughout the State. ]t is

quite possible that this observer had in mind the rusty appearance of

the stems, which so far as we are aware has no connection with the

genuine rust.

Notwithstanding this however, it does not necessarily prove that

the genuine rust did not exist here previous to 1896, inasmuch as it

would be quite natural for one who saw the rust the first time to

associate everything with it which resembled it. The impression is

so strong among certain growers on the Cape that the rust existed

there before 1896 that we are inclined to believe that this assertion

is true, as it would seem to account more satisfactorily for the

sudden outl>reak in the middle states which occurred in 1896. The

fierce and prolonged north-east winds and storms peculiar to that

region could readily drive the rust spores in the direction of Long

Island and New Jersey, where the rust when first discovered had

secured a good foothold.

In 1897, the rust (uredospores) appeared early in some sections

of this Stale and as a result of that summer's occurrence it com-

pletely incapacitated the asparagus plants—so far as the function of

assimilation was concerned—which caused considerable alarm to

asparagus growers. The date of the first appearance of the rust in

1897 as reported at Concord, Mass. was July 11th, and in the course

of a few days the tops of the infected plants were completely brown.

Few beds at Concord escaped the rust during the summer of 1897,

and the injury resulting from it was quite marked. During the past

season (1898) the rust did not make its appearance until September,

in which instance the black spores (teleutospores) predominated.

There is, however, one exception to this statement, and that is an

instance where the rust (uredospores) appeared in July on a bed at

Concord which was practically ruined in 1897, although none of the

other beds in this locality during the same season showed any evi-

dence of the red spores or summer stage, notwithstanding the fact

that they were subject to infection. It should be stated, however,

in connection with the rust, that in the majority of places in Massa-



chusetts it has never occurred during the summer, but on the other

hand it is only the black spores (teleutospores) which have predom-

inated, and these only .making tkeir appearance late in the season.

While the statement holds good in regard to localities, it must be

understood that it is not valid when we take into consideration the

number and size of the asparagus beds which were affected. It

unfortunately happened that the rust was most severe in those local-

ities where Asparagus is cultivated most extensively.

During the past season this division has made use of every oppor-

tunity to gather data concerning the rust, as well as to experiment

upon control methods, and a number of days have been spent in

looking over the various fields.*

Life History of the Asparagus Rust.

Puccinia Asparagi D. C.

The asparagus rust is caused by a fungus of the above name

which is one of the true rusts or Uredineae. Like many other rusts,

it appears in three different stages or forms of development. The

first of these forms, called the aecidial or cluster cup shape, appears

in early spring, but, since at that time the asparagus is being cut

for market, the fungus is able to develop only upon such scattering

stalks as are allowed to remain and grow up,and consequently is not

at all noticeable at this season. Indeed we have never observed it

in this state and know it only from the descriptions of Halstedf and

others. In this stage the fungus produces little eruptions on the

surface of the affected plants, each of which is a minute cavity in

which numerous spores are developed in the form of long chains,

which break up into separate roundish spores at maturity. These

spores are carried by the wind to other plants and produce on them

the second form of the rust.

SUMMER OR RED RUST STAGE. (UREDO.)

The rust is by far the most destructive in the red rust stage which

appears in July and August. The plants in the main bed have been

allowed to grow up by this time and if badly affected soon appear

*\Ve wisli here to acknowledfje our indebtedness to IVfr. C. >V. Pi'escott and Mr.
Wilfred Wheeler and especiaUy to Mr. Thomas Ilollis who extended to us every
hospitality while at Concord.

fBull. 129, New .Jersey Agr'l Exp't Sta.
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as if scorched by fire, having a dry and withered appearance and

being of a reddish brown color. The fungus consists as usual of

numerous fine filaments which grow through the tissue of the plant

just beneath the surface, robbing it of its nourishment and thus

interfering with its vital processes. Upon the surface appear

numerous little blisters which soon burst open and discharge a red-

dish brown powdery substance, consisting of the red or uredospores

of the fungus. Those spores fly off as a cloud of .fine dust when

badly rustedfplants are disturbed. They are carried in enormous

quantities to all neighboring plants where they germinate and spread

the disease.

THE FALL OR BLACK RUST STAGE. (TELEUTO.)

The third form of the rust appears in September and October on

plants which have survived thus far. It is characterized by the

appearance of small black excrescences upon the surface of the

affected plants, which are clusters of the spores of this stage.

These spores are very thick walled and thus suited to their function

of surviving over^^winter. They remain dormant until spring when

they proceed to germinate and reproduce the disease, now in the

spring stage.

While this is the normal course of development of this fungus it

is by no means certain that it is confined to such a course, and in

fact circumstances seem to indicate that it is not. In the case of

the closely related wheat rust, Puccinia graminis Pers., we know

that it is able to pass the winter and reproduce itself again in the

spring in at least four different ways, viz. : 1st, by the regular

process of teleutospores lying over winter and producing aecidia in

the spring ; 2nd, by uredospores which survive the winter and pro-

duce the summer and fall forms in the succeeding season ; 3rd, by

teleutospores producing the summer stage directly without the inter-

vention of the spring form ; and 4th, by the fungus itself remaining

alive in the tissues of plants and proceeding into growth again the

next season. That the asparagus rust is able to reproduce itself

from year to year in some or all of these ways in addition to its reg-

ular course of development seems extremely probable in view of the

history of its occurrence in this State. We have, as already men-

tioned, never observed the spring form, and, while it may occur, we

believe it to be extremely rare. The red rust form, as elsewhere



pointed out, has never been found in numerous places where the

black rust came on later, or the two have appeared together in

September when the ^ops had begun to ripen and die a natural

death. This frequent appearance of the black, fall stage of the

rust in places where no trace has been found of the two stages

which should precede it, must, it seems to us, be explained in one of

the following ways : Either the earlier stages did occur, but were not

observed, th^se being quite scarce perhaps, or the spores came from

a distance and produced the black rust, or, finally, the rust is able

to skip over some of its stages as is the wheat rust. The first two

of these suppositions cannot, of course, be absolutely contradicted,

but, since cireful and repeated examinations made of our bed here

at the college during two summers failed to reveal any trace of the

rust before Sept. loth, we feel fully convinced that not a single par-

ticle of the spring or summer stage had developed. Furthermore, if

the fungus can and does pass through its full course of development

in all cases of its occurrence, that is if the spring and summer stages

always occur before the fall stage can develop, there would seem to

be no reason why they should not be abundant and common rather

than exceptional. There were certainly enough teleutospores pro-

duced in the fall of 1897 to infect every plant in the State the fol-

lowing spring, but since such infection did not take place and the

rust appeared in scarcely a single instance before the fall stage

came on in September, the conclusion seems reasonable that one or

more of the cases mentioned in connection with the wheat rust must

have occurred. In beds where the teleutospores were produced

in 1897, these spores, which evidently failed to infect the plants in

the spring of 1898, may have retained their vitality until late sum-

mer and then have produced the rust in the fall stage, accompanied

in some cases by a few belated uredospores. Another supposition

is that the fungus remained alive over winter in the plant tissue, not

producing spores again until September. This occurs in the wheat

rust and several others. Tne hollyhock rust, ( Paccinia Malvacea-

rum Mont.j affords an instructive example in this connection.

This rust produces only teleutospores. If an affected plant be

brought into the hot house in midwinter and forced into growth, the

rust will at once break out upon it, showing that the filaments of the

fungus were still alive in the rootstock, and in the small, half ever-

green leaves which are found in the hollyhock. The large fleshy root-
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stock of the asparagus plant affords an excellent opportunity for a

similar occurrence. We have in several instances found fungous fila-

ments growing in young asparagus stems near the base and also in

affected roots. We are not, however, prepared to say that they

were those of Puccinia Asparagi or that they were not those of some

other fungus having no connection with the rust whatever. It is at

any rate an interesting question whether the asparagus rust cannot in

this way become perennial and approach a life history closely

resembling that of Puccinia Malvacearum.

We allude in discussing " The probable cause of the severe out-

break of the rust," to the reasons why the earlier stages of the

fungus are so infrequent. It is apparently the ability of the healthy

and vigorous plant to resist infection by the rust which confines its

appearance to late summer and fall when the part of the plant above

ground is beginning to lose its vitality by the normal process of

approaching death. Thus, though unable to follow its complete

course of development, the fungus manages to adapt itself to cir-

cumstances sufficiently to reproduce itself from year to year, and

goes on, or will go on as long as possible, awaiting the opportunity

for its complete development which a season unfavorable to the

growth of the plants would give.

Amount of Damage Caused by the Rust.

The economic importance of asparagus is such that a serious

malady affecting it means a great loss to those market-gardeners

making it a specialty. Heretofore it has generally been acknow-

ledged that the asparagus plants in this country have been particu-

larly free from fungous diseases, although they have been more or

less subject to the ravages of insects. The fact that the asparagus

plant can persistently exist for two hundred years in an isolated

neglected spot such as we have already alluded to is an excellent

indication of its hardiness and adaptation to our climate. The rust

in this State having been most severe in 1897, the damage to the crop

would naturally be felt the most during the past season (1898). It

should be stated here, however, that no perceptible damage has

occurred to the asparagus in those localities where only the fall out-

break has occurred, which, with some few exceptions, is the only

manner in which the rust has manifested itself in Massachusetts up

to the present time. This stage of the rust, (teleutospore stage),
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makes its appearance so late that it cannot affect appreciably the

assimilating processes of the plant, and its appearance at this season

of the year is largely a secondary affair connected with the natural

dying of the tops.

When plants are affected in a similar way with the red spores

(uredospores), the eft"ect upon the plant during the following season

is quite marked. As a rule asparagus growers in this section stop

cutting for^he market about the 1st of July, and by the middle of

July, when the summer stage generally first commences to show

itself, the tops are not fully grown, and it is only a matter of a few

days before they are completely covered with red pustules, which

give the plants a burned appearance and make them of little further

use as assimilative organs. It does not require very much intelli-

gence to comprehend the fact that if the plant's assimilating organs

are incapacitated during the two most important months in the year,

viz. July and August, there will be a lack of reserve material in the

roots for the succeeding year's crop. Such, in fact, has been the

condition of those plants which suft'ered from the effect of the rust

during July and August of last year. The loss, however, as might

be expected has been variable, bearing a direct relation to the sever-

ity of the attack. In the town of Concord, where we have been

able to get reliable data concerning the amount of asparagus cut

in the year '98, and that cut last year ('97), we have found that the

loss experienced by different growers varies from 15 to 80 per cent.

The bed which showed a loss of 80 per cent had hardly a sound

root remaining last year as a result of the severe attack during 1897.

Asparagus growers on the Cape have also experienced a loss of 20

to 25 per cent as a result of the rust. The lateness of the 1898

season would appear to account for some of this, but even when

this is deducted there was probably not far from 20 per cent loss

due to the rust alone. Generallj', however, it might be stated that

the loss experienced was something like 20 to 25 per cent.

There is still another source of loss to asparagus growers

which is more important than that represented by the mere

falling off of a single year's crop. We refer to the great injury

which the roots received on account of the rust. We have observed

many beds in which large numbers of roots were nearly dead, and,

as they are not likely to recover from this effect, the loss from this

source will not be replaced until new plants are set out and matured.
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We have noticed that many of these affected roots show a tendency

to throw up small insignificant shoots as if they were endeavoring

to recover, but this recovery is more apparent than real, and it would

be the wisest policy for growers to dig them up and replace them

with new plants.

The Probable Cause of the Severe Outbreak.

In considering the asparagus rust in the U. S. it is not only proper

to pay some attention to the source of contagion, but to the cause of

the severe outbreak. We have already alluded to the fact that the

rust has been known in Europe for many years, and that it was

introduced from that country into the U. S., and although the rust

was first noticed in 1896 we are not justified in stating at

what time the disease first actually appeared. It may have been

here only a few mouths previous to the general outbreak, or it may
have existed much longer in a restricted locality, only waiting for a

favorable opportunity to become widely disseminated.

To us, however, it is rather astonishing that the rust has not shown

itself here long before this, as many of the other European fungous

diseases have done. We know from the very earliest records that

the greater majority of our troublesome weeds made their appear-

ance in America at the time of the first settlement, and wherever

the colonists wandered these old country weeds, which were so famil-

iar to them at home, were among the first immigrants to meet them.

And what would apply to weed seeds would seem to apply with

greater force to the smaller and more numerous fungous spores. It

is, indeed, difficult to understand why the enormous tratlic existing

between Europe and America at the present time is not the means of

introducing every form of plant life that can possibly thrive in this

couutry.

So far as our observations extend here in Massachusetts there

appear, however, to be other causes of the rust, or at least the

severe outbreak of it, which should be taken into consideration. We
are of the opinion that the asparagus plants were in the most favor-

able condition during the summer of 1896 for a severe outbreak to

occur. The seasons of 1895 and 1896 were exceedingly dry, so

much so that the larger majority of plants adapted to dry soils were

great sufferers, while the season of 1897 was equally abnormal for

it was a season of excessive rains. After an inspection of the local-
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ities where the summer stage of the rust appeared during 1897, and

in fact these are the only places where the rust has done any , harm

although the fall stage during the same season was' abundant every-

where,we found that in every instance the beds were confined to

light sandy soil with little capacity for holding water. In every

town where the soil was heavier and possessed more water-retaining

property only the fall or injurious fctage has been found. During

the early part of the present season we became convinced that the

severity of the rust was caused by the unhealthful conditions of the

asparagus beds, a feature which appeared to us in almost

every instance to be due to the enormous drain upon the plants,

caused by the two excessively dry seasons of 1895 and 1896.

On the strength of these ideas and from the general ap[)earance

of the asparagus plants which we examined last summer, we repeat-

edly expressed the opinion to growers that there would be, in all

probability, no summer stage of the rust that season, but that they

might expect the fall stage. This prediction has been amply fulfilled,

there being but one exception to it, as far as we have been able to

learn, and that was where the summer stage appeared on a bed

where the roots were all half dead from the effects of the rust in

1897, and which showed a loss of 80% in last spring's crop.

The fall stage of the rust has also been much less abundant than

at any time since it was introduced. There are many beds only

slightly affected at the present time, and some of those that we know
were formerly subject to the fall stage have not a particle on them

this year. There is a large bed upon the college grounds which has

been badly'infected with the fall stage of the rust ever since 1896,

but which at the present time is almost entirely free from it. While

we are convinced that the severe attack of the rust was due to exces-

sive dryness, this may not have been in every case the sole cause of

it, and it is not unlikely that the extremely abnormal rainy season

of 1897 had something to do with aggravating the trouble.

Asparagus plants may become unhealthy from other causes such

as would result from poor treatment, and in such cases they may
become susceptible to rust. We do maintain, however, that per-

fectly vigorous plants are not likely to have the summer stage of the

rust, or, in other words, to suffer from it, and our examinations of

the asparagus beds in this state have convinced us of this. We
have seen, too, many instances in connection with the rust, as with
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other diseases, where infection is dependent upon the vigor of the

plant.

Realizing that it would be well to get the idea of growers upon

certain points, we addressed a number of circular letters to various

parts of the State. Besides asking a number of questions in regard

to differences of infection existing between moist and dry soil, etc.,

we incidentally referred to the dry seasons of 1895 and 1896 as being

the cause of the outbreak. A quotation from one of these letters

will suffice to show how these conclusions are regarded. Among
other things the writer states "Yours of Nov. 16 received with

pleasure and I feel that I have been enlightened much by its contents

* » * * J fgg] confident that the asparagus rust was caused by

dry weather." All of the data which we have been able to procure

fully justify these conclusions.

Methods of Treating the Rust.

At the present time little can be said in regard to a positive and

practical method of controlling the rust during seasons of severe

outbreak by means of spraying, although we are of the opinion that

it can be kept in check by other methods. Some experiments

have been made at different stations along the line of spraying,

and the practice of burning has been resorted to by various

growers.

BURNING THE AFFECTED TOPS.

The practice of burning the affected tops was recommended by

Drs. Halsted and Sturgis, and also by ourselves, as a possible pre-

vention from further infection. This method of treatment was

based largely upon a knowledge of the general life history of rusts,

as well as from the point of view of h3'gieuic principles. The burn-

ing method, moreover, has been tried in Europe, or at least recom-

mended, and as the rust is entirely new to this country we felt jus-

tified in adopting measures mentioned by those who have had the

rust to deal with for many generations. We have only recommended

the burning of infected plants late in the fall when they are

thoroughly dead and dried out, as it appeared to us by so doing we

would destroy millions of the spores and lessen the chance of infec-

tion next year. It must, nevertheless, be said that we have never

observed the slightest benefit from burning the infected tops at any
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season of the year, but, on the other hand, we have had cases

brought to our attention where the tops were cut and burned in

August, which resulted not only in a useless expenditure of labor,

but in a decided injury to the plants. It has been found that if a

crop of asparagus tops is cut down in mid-summer a new crop

will take its place, and the latter will in the course of a few days be

as badly affected as the first. In this instance we not only get two

crops of infected tops where we would naturally get only one, but we
allow the plant to draw upon its reserve material to a degree that is

quite unnecessary, and sure to make itse'f felt in the succeeding

crop. The burning of the tops in the summer is, moreover, not an

easy task, inasmuch as they are laden with sap and do not show a

tendency to dry out readil}'. The asparagus growers in some parts

of the state who have tried the burning method in summer are not

at all pleased with it, and we are convinced that their judgment upon

this practice is sound.

SPRAYING.

The most extensive experiments reported as yet on the spraying

of asparagus for the rust, are those by Professor Halsted, in New
Jersey. He experimented with the standard Bordeaux mixture,

and also with the same solution in combination with soda, potash,

etc. His best results showed only a difference of about 25%
between the treated and untreated plants, or in other words, a gain

of this amount as a result of spraying. AVithout following these

experiments any further it must be admitted that the small gain

obtained by spraying is not encouraging.

Some experiments in spraying were conducted by oureelves, the

past summer, at three different places, and the result in each series

was negative. One of the experiments was made in connection

with Wilfred Wheeler, at Concord. Two rows of asparagus were

s|)rayed with each of the following solutions, and two rows were

left in between the sprayed ones as normals or checks for comparison.

The solutions used were Potassium permanganate. Potassium sulfid,

Saceharate of Lime, and Bordeaux mixture. Four applications

were made in all. The first one was in July before any rust had

appeared, and it was continued throughout August. An examina-

tion and comparison of the sprayed and uns|)rayed plants in Sep-

tembershowed them to be equally infected with tek-utospores (the ure-

dospores did not appear), although it appeared as if there was a lit-
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tie less upon the Potassium sulfid rows. The two other series of exper-

iments tried gave no better results. The spraying was done with a

knap-sack sprayer, provided with a Vermorel nozzle, and after the first

application we became convinced that the practice was of little

importance on account of the dilHculty in making the solution stick

to the plant. For successful spraying of asparagus a finer nozzle is

required than any that is now iutlie maiket. In some other experi-

ments carried out on a small scale we succeeded in practically cov-

ering the asparagus plants with solutions, when they were put on

with an ordinary cylinder atomizi^r, and the lime solutions showed

excellent sticking qualities, but with the ordinary coarse nozzle the

solutions would run off of the glossy epidermal covering of the plant

very readily.

Should the spraying of asparagus ever become a necessity as a

means of preventing the rust, which we greatly question, then some

apparatus which can be strapped to a horse's bnck should be used.

The narrow space between the rows forbids the use of the ordinary

mounted appliances, and if spraying is to be carried on upon a large

scale it would be better to have the spraying mixture carried

in some manner on the horse's back. In this way it would

be possible to carry some thirty or forty gallons of mix-

ture through the narrow rows. In conclusion it must be con-

fessed that experiments along the line of spraying are not encourag-

ing, for the reason that the asparagus plant is a ditticult one to reach

as well as to cover thoroughly with ordinary solutions applied with

the present style of nozzle.

CULTIVATION AND IRRIGATION AS A MEANS OF CONTROLLING THE RUST.

Fiom what has been said in regard to the practice of burning the

affected asparagus tops and the unsatisfactory results which have

been obtained from spraying, it would not be out of place here to

pay some attention to other methods of control. Even should the

practice of spraying give promise of better results, it would not be a

method which would satisfy the best growers. Spraying crops to

control diseases is not the sole end of gardening, and the

most tliat can be said of the practice, in many cases, is that it is

only tentative. Any one who has had an opportunity to examine

the crops of the most successful gardeners, such as have been

handled by specialists for years, knows that they do prevent diseases
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merely by a correct system of cultivation, while crops from the same

stock in the hands of a novice are too often a sorry sight to behold.

We have already pointed out that the injury to asparagus plants, as

a result of rust, has been confined to dry soils, although • there

are cases where beds in close proximity showed remarkable

differences as to infection. We have observed two beds

separated from each other by a distance not exceeding ten feet,

where in one case the summer stage of the rust was abundant and

greatly reduced the bed, while in the other no rust was present

except the fall stage. The soil in both beds was apparently the

same, at least so far as superficial observation could di termine, but

the plants were of a diiferent age and evidently possessed ditTerences

as to vigor. Similar conditions could be observed in all the

badly iufected regions in 1897, and even in the single instance where

the red rust appeared the past summer the other beds in the vicinity,

notwithstanding the fact that they were continually subject to

infection, never showed any of the rust till late in the fall. The

only deduction to be drawn from such facts is that robust and vigor-

ous plants, even when cultivated on apparently dry soil, are capable,

as it were, of resihting the summer or injurious stage of the rust.

Most asparagus growers, as a rule, fertilize their crop abundantly

with various commercial fertilizers. We have never, however, been

able to observe any particular ill eftectfrom tlie kinds in use, although

it might be more advantageous, in extremely dry places, to use fer-

tilizers containing considerable amounts of organic matter, in order

to give the soil more water-retaining properties. In a season of

excessive dryness such as 189.5 and 1896, irrigation could in many
instances which we have observed be resorted to with very little

expense. This would keep the plants in a normal and vigorous con-

dition during such seasons, and had this practice been resorted to

twice or three times in 189o and 189(3 the summer or injurious stage

of the rust would have been held in check. The severe outbreak in

1»97 we consider as sporadic in its nature, and we areof the opinion

that there will be very little occurrence of this disease, except during

seasons of extreme conditions, which occui- generally at intervals of

some years. AVith proper plant food and good cultivation, and

without the plants being subject to extreme conditions, there is no

reason in our judgment why the asparagus rust need give us any

concern.
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The Asparagus Rust in Europe.

That the rust has long been known in Europe is apparent from the

fact that it was first described there, although, like many other of our

worst pests of the field and garden, it appears to have never become so

troublesome in the Old World as with us. The disease is described

in most of the German and English books on plant diseases, but we

have been told by several well known German botanists that it has

no practical importance with them, occurring only rarely and not at

all extensively. Certainly no such general epidemic of the disease

as has recently occurred in this country ever appeared in Europe.

A Natural Enemy of the Rust.

Another parasitic fungus has been observed in many cases in con-

nection with the summer and fall stage of the rust, which does not,

however, attack the asparagus plant but lives upon the rust fungus

itself. It is therefore beneficial rather than harmful, since it must

act to a greater or less extent as a check upon the development and

spread of the disease. This fungus is one called Darluca FilumCa.st.

It consists of filaments which grow in amongst those of the rust and

develoj) in the pustules of rust spores little black conceptacles in

wliich the spores of the parasite are produced. These spores are

somewhat smaller than those of the rust and ooze out upon the sur-

face of the rust spots in great quantities, giving them a mouldy

appearance. We found this parasite especially abundant upon the

summer stage of the rust in 1897, as well as upon thefallstage both

this year and last. Halsted (loc cit.) and Johnson* have also

reported its occurrence and it could no doubt be found wherever the

rust has appeared. It is interesting to note that we have also found

the same parasite upon specimens of the rust from Roumania, where

the asparagus plant is said to grow wild. It is possible that this is

at least one of the agencies which have prevented any extensive devel-

opment of the rust in Europe.

Halsted (loc. cit.) also describes another parasite, Tubercidaria

persicina Ditt., which he has observed upon the spring form of the

asparagus rust. "We have found several other fungi upon asparagus

plants, but they were mostly such as had already been weakened by

the rust and we do not consider these as diseases of any practical

importance. What appears to be the "leopard spot" disease

*Bull. 50, Maryland Agri'l Experiment Station.
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described by Johnson (loc. cit.) has been not uncommon, but we

could not see that it caused any appreciable injury beyond that

already done by the rust.

Conclusions.

The asparagus rust is caused by a parasitic fungus which was

named Piiccinia Asparagi by the elder de Candolle nearly a century

ago.

The asparagus rust has occurred in Europe for some centuries but

the exact time that it was introduced into this country is unknown.

The rust was first called attention to as occurring in the Eastern

United States by Prof. Halsted of New Jersey in the fall of 1896,

although there is a possibility of its having existed on Cape Cod one

or two years previous to this time.

The severe outbreak of the asparagus rust is due to conditions of

the plants brought about largely by the excessive drought during the

seasons of 1895 and 1896, and in all probability the severity of the

attack was aggravated to some extent by the excessive rains of 1897.

The rust as an injurious factor has been limited to only a few

places in Massachusetts, although especially affecting the asparagus

regions.

The injurious effects of the rust have been confined to dry, sandy

soils possessing little capacity for holding water. Where the soil is

heavier, posscssii gmore water-retainingqualities, the rust has caused

no perceptib'e harm.

The injurious effect of the rust is apparent only when tlie summer
stage occurs, viz., the red spores or uredospores which develop

during July and August.

The fall stage of the rust, known as the black or teleuto, has been

prevalent all over Massachusetts since 1896, but this form has caused

no appreciable harm and is disappearing.

The loss experienced from rust in Massachusetts this season,

caused by the severe uredoapore infection of 1897, was from 15 to

80 per cent in the yield of the marketable crop. The average loss

will equal 20 to 25 per cent.

The practice of burning the affected tops in the summer has

resulted in injury, and no benefit has manifested itself from burning

in the fall.

The results obtained by spraying asparagus are not encouraging.
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The various asparagus beds on moist soils do not appear to be

affected with the summer stage of the rust and consequently are not

injured, being able, as it were, to resist the summer stage although

the tops of the plants are affected with the fall stage during their

period of natural death.

The best means of controlling the rust is by-

thorough cultivation in order to secure vigorous
plants, and in seasons of extreme dryness plants
growing on very dry soil with little water-retaining
properties should if possible receive irrigation.
From a knowledge of the occurrence of the rust in Europe and

from observations made in this State we are led to believe that the

outbreak of the asparagus rust is of a sporadic nature,.and is not

likely to cause much harm in the future, provided attention is given

to the production of vigorous plants.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate I.

Asparagus stem with fall or teleuto stage of the rust ; somewhat

enlarged.'O'

Plate II.

Fig. 1. Portion of a cluster of summer or uredospores. X225.
Fig. 2. Portion of one of the aecidial cups or spore clusters of

the spring stage, with chains of spores. XI 50.

Fig. 3. Spore bearing conceptacles of the parasitic Darluca in a

cluster of uredospores. X"5.
Fig. 4. Teleutospores. X225.
Fig. 5, Cluster of teleutospores. X75.
Plate I. and Plate II. Figs. I, 3, 4 and 5 are original.

Plate II. Fig. 2 copied from Halsted.
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688-690. I- Received from Asylum, Mass.

II. Received from Amherst, Mass.

III. Received from Amherst, Mass.

Moisture at 100° C,
Potassium oxide.

Phosphoric acid,

Calcium oxide.

Insoluble matter.

I.

6.84



I.



WOOL REFUSE.

712. Received from Methuen, Mass.

Per Cent.

Moisture at 100° C, 5.71

Organic and volatile matter, 79.90

Phosphoric acid, .32

Potassium oxide, 1 .52

Nitrogen, 4.60

Calcium oxide, 2.03

Insoluble matter, 13.01

ACID PHOSPHATES.

713. Received from Hudson, Mass.

Moisture at 100° C,
Potassium oxide,

Total Phosphoric acid.

Soluble Phosphoric acid.

Reverted Phosphoric acid.

Insoluble Phosphoric acid,

Nitrogen,

Per Cent.



II.
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TRADE VALUES
OF FERTILIZING INGREDIENTS IN RAW MATERIALS

AND CHEMICALS.

1899.

Cents per pound.

Nitrogen in ammonia salts, 15.0
" nitrates, 12.5

Organic nitrogen in dry and fine ground fish, meat, blood,

and in higli-grade mixed fertilizers, 14.0
" " " fine bone and tankage, 14.0
" " " medium bone and tankage, 10.0

Phosphoric acid soluble in water, 4.5

" " soluble in ammonium citrate, '4.0

" " in fine ground fish, bone and tankage, 4.0

" "in cottonseed meal, castor pomace

and wood ashes, 4.0

" "• in coarse fish, bone and tankage, 2.0

" " iusolilble (in water and in am. cit.)

in mixed fertilizers, 2.0

Potash as Sulphate, free from Chlorides, 5.0

" " Muriate, 4.25

T^e market value of low priced materials used for manurial pur-

poses, as salt, wood ashes, various kinds of lime, barnyard manure,

factory refuse and waste materials of different description, quite

frequently does not stand in close relation to the current market

value of the amount of essential articles of plant food they contain.

Their cost varies in different localities. Local facilities for cheap

transportation and more or less advantageous mechanical conditions

for a speedy action, exert as a rule, a decided influence on their

selling price.

The market value of fertilizing ingredients like other merchandise

is liable to chani^es during the season. The above stated values

are based on the condition of the fertilizer market in centers of dis-

tribution in New England, during the six months preceding March

1899.
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Moisture at 100° C,
Potassium oxide,

Phosphoric acid,

Calcium oxide,

Insohible matter,





COTTON SEED MPZAL.

771-774, I. Received from West Springfield, Mass.

II. " " South Deerfield, Mass.

III. and IV. " " Montague, Mass.

Per Cent.

I. II. III. IV.

Moisture at 100° C, 7.83 5.43 6.84 7.13

Nitrogen, 7.13 7.07 7.25 6.85

775-777. I- Received from JMoutague, Mass.

II. and III. " " Sunderland, ]\[ass.



SLUDGE AND SOOT.

783-784. I.

II.

Sludge received from Brockton, Mass.

Soot

Moisture at 100° C,
Total Phosphoric acid,

Potassium oxide,

Calcium oxide,

Nitrogen,

Insoluble matter.

East AValpole, Mass.

Per Cent.

I. II.

21.44 16.98

.86 .23

.16 .17

1.13 slight trace

1.31 .77t
* 54.55

COMPLETE FERTILIZERS.

785-789.
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795-799. i- Received from Plymouth, Mass.

II. " " Montague, Mass.

III. " " Spriugfield, Mass.

IV. " " Bridgewater, Mass.

V. Peruvian Guano, received from Boston, iNIass.

Moisture at 100'^ C,
Potassium oxide.

Total Pliosplioric acid.

Soluble " "

Reverted " '"

Insoluble " "

Nitrogen,



Moisture at 100" C,
Potassium oxide,

Phosplioric acid,

Calcium oxide.

Nitrogen,
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TRADE VALUES
OF FERTILIZING INGREDIENTS IN RAW MATERIALS

AND CHEMICALS.

1899.

Cents per pound.

Nitrogen in ammonia salts, 15.0
" nitrates, 12.5

Organic nitrogen in dry and fine ground fish, meat, blood,

and in high-grade mixed fertilizers, 14.0
" " " fine bone and tankage, 14.0
" " " medium bone and tankage, 10

Phosphoric acid soluble in water, 4.5

" " soluble in ammonium citrate, 4.0
" " in fine ground fish, bone and tankage, 4.0

" " in cottonseed meal, castor pomace

and wood ashes, 4.0
" " in coarse fish, bone and tankage, 2.0

" " insoluble (in water and in am. cit.)

in mixed fertilizers, 2.0

Potash as Sulphate, free from Chlorides, 5.0

" " Muriate, 4.25

The market value of low priced materials used for manurial pur-

poses, as salt, wood ashes, various kinds of lime, barnyard manure,

factory refuse and waste materials of different description, quite

frequently does not stand in close relation to the current market

value of the amount of essential articles of plant food they contain.

Their cost varies in different localities. Local facilities for cheap

transportation and more or less advantageous mechanical conditions

for a speedy action, exert as a rule, a decided influence on their

selling price.

The market value of fertilizing ingredients like other merchandise

is liable to changes during the season. The above stated values

are based on the condition of the fertilizer market in centers of dis-

tribution in New England, during the six months preceding March

1899.
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HATCH SXFZSREMSMT STATI02V
OF THE

Massachusetts Agricultural College,

AMHERST, MASS.

By act of the General Court, the Hatch Experiment Station and

the State Experiment Station have been consolidated under the name

of the Hatch Experiment Station of the INIassachusetts Agricultural

College. Several new divisions have been created and the scope of

others has been enlarged. To the horticultural, has been added tlie

duty of testing varieties of vegetables and seeds. The chemical has

been divided, and a new division, " Foods and Feeding," has been

established. The botanical, including plant physiology and disease,

has been restored after temporary suspension.

The officers are :

—

Henky H. Goodell, LL. D.,

William P. Brooks, Pii. D.,

George E. Stone, Ph. D.,

Charles A. Goessmann, Ph. D., LL. D.

Joseph B. Lindsey, Ph. D.,

Charles H. Fernald, Ph. D.,

Samuel T. Maynard, B. Sc,

J. E. Ostrander, C. E.,

Henry M. Thomson, B. Sc,

Ralph E. Smith, B. Sc,

Henri D. Haskins, B. Sc,

Charles I. Goessmann B. Sc,

Samukl W. Wilky, B. Sc,

Edward B. Holland, M. Sc,

Frederick W. Mossman, B. Sc,

Benjamin K. Jones, B. Sc,

Philip IL Smith, B. Sc,

•George A. Drew, B. Sc.

Herbert D. Hii:menway, B. Sc,

Henky T. Fernald,

Arthur C. Monahan,

Director.

Ag7'iaiUurist.

Botanist.

Chemist (Fertilizers).

Chemist (Foods and Feeding).

Entomologist.

Ilortionlturist.

Meteorologist.

Assistant AgricuUtirist.

Assistant Botanist.

Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

First C7iemj.st( Foods and Feeding).

Ass't ChemistCFoods and Feeding"*

,

Ass't Chemist(Fond^ and Feeding).

Assistant in Foods and Feeding.

Assistant Ilorticulturi.st.

Assistajit Horticulturist.

Associate Entomologist.

Observer.

The co-operation and assistance of farmers, fruit-growers, horti-

culturists, and all interested, directly or indirectly, in agriculture,

are earnestly requested. Communications nmy be addrcised to the

Hatch Experiment Station, Amherst, INIass.



DIVISION OF FOODS AND FEEDING-J.

Joseph B. Lindsey.*

RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONS.

1. The cottonseed meals shipped into Massachusetts the past

year were practically free from adulteration, yet the guaranteed meals

averaged one per cent higher in protein showing the advisability of

buying only branded goods. The guaranty in all cases should be

supported by the name of the manufacturer or wholesaler.

Last spring several samples of dark colored meal were taken by

our inspectors and a number of others were sent in for examination

which upon analysis gave a high percentage of protein proving that

color alone is not a safe guide.

2. Cleveland flax meal, old process and new process linseed

meals, gluten meals, and gluten feeds are of fair average composi-

sition with the exception of the old process linseed meals which are

low in many cases.

3. Of the wheat feeds, the middlings show quite a wide variation

in percentage of protein as a result of different methods of manu-

facture ; the mixed feeds with few exceptions are of fair quality
;

and the brans are of a high and very uniform grade.

4. The oat feeds show the most serious adulteration of any feeds

on the market. Many of them fall below seven per cent in protein

with an average of 45 per cent of coarse material.

5. Protein Standards! of unadulterated Feed Stuffs are as follows :

•Assisted by E. B. Holland, B. K. Jones, and F. W. Mossman.

tBy " protein standard " is meant the per cent of protein an unadulterated feed should

contain.



FEED STUFF.

Cottonseed vical,

Cki'elaiidflax meal,

O. P. linseed meal.

Gluten vieal,^

Gluten feed,

Protein Feeds. ^ Wheat ?niddlings.

Mixedfeed,

Wheat bran,

Malt sprouts,

Dried brewers^ grains,

H. O. dairyfeed,

Corn meal.

Hominy meal,

Oatfeed,
Starchy

(carbohydrate) -{ Quaker dairy feed.

Feeds.

Corn and oatfeed.

Corn, oat, and barley feed,

H. O. horsefeed,

Ameriean poultry feed.

Poultry Feeds. -\ H. O. poultry feed,

X^Meat and bone meal.

PROTEIN STANDARD



CONCENTRATED FEED STUFFS.

A. Classification.

B. Guaranteed Feed Stuffs.

C. Results of Inspection.

D. Cheapest Feeds at Fall Prices.

E. Grain Mixtures.

F. Key to Comparative Commercial Values.

This Bulletin is issued in accordance with Chapter 117 of the

Acts and Resolves of Massachusetts for 1897. The law will be

found in Bulletin 53 issued by the Station in April, 1898.

A. CLASSIFICATION OF CONCENTRATED FEEDS.

The term " concentrated feed," taken in its broadest sense, is

meant to include the grains and other seeds of agricultural plants,

as well as their manifold by-products left behind in the process of

oil extraction and in the preparation of human foods. As here used

it is applied more particularly to the various by-products.

The following classification is made on the basis of the amount of

protein contained in the several feed stuffs, those in class I. showing

the largest amount, and those in Class IV. the smallest quantity.

Division I. Protein Feeds.
Division II.

Starchy (Carbo-
hydrate) Feeds.

Class I.
I

Class II.

30 io 45?S protein. I20 to 3o?4 protein.
50 to bolt carbohyd's.*j6o to 70^ carbohyd's.*
75 to 90* digestible. So to 85^ digestible.

Cottonseed meal,
j

Buffalo, Daven
Clev eland fl a x p rt, (Golden, Mar-
meal, .shalltown, Rock
N. P. and O. P.lin-

seed m als.

Chicajjo, Cream,
and King gluten
meals.

ford Diamond, and
other standard glu-

ten feeds.

Atlas meal, dried
bre\vers'grains,and
malt sprouts.

'^lass III.

4 to 20^ protein.
70 to 75^ carbohyd's.*
60 to 75!* digestible.

Wheat middlings,
mixed feed, and
wiieat ' ran.

H. O. dairy feed.

Class IV.
8 to \i,1> protciti.

75toS5^ carbohyd's.*
75 to 90^ digestible.

Wheat, r)'e, bar-
ley,oat,corn, and
liominy meals.
Oat, corn and
oat,andcorn,oat,
and l)arleyfeeds.

Quaker dairy
and H. O. horse
fe ds.

*Including fat reduced to carbohydrates.



B. GUARANTEED FEED STUFFS.

Although the law does not require that concentrated feed-stuffs be

accompanied with a guaranteed analysis, it would most assuredly be

a source of satisfaction to the consumer, and greatly to the interest

of all reliable manufacturers, if the package containing the article

be marked with the name under which the feed stuff is known in the

trade, the net weight of the package, the name and address of the

manufacturer, and the percentage of protein and fat if contains.

Feed stnjfs t/ius marked and guaranteed, ought to be given the preference

by all intelligentpurchasers.

The following firms now guarantee their products

:

American Cotton Oil Co.,

Burditt Bros.,

Butler, Breed & Co.,

Chapin & Co.,

W. H. Haley & Co.,

Hollister, Crane & Co.,

Humphreys, Goodwin & Co.,

Hunter Bros.,

J. E. Soper & Co.,

Southern Cotton Oil Co.,

E. B. Williams & Co.,

American Linseed Co.,

Glucose Sugar Refining Co.,

Cottonseed meal.

(< ((



C. RESULTS OF INSPFXTION.

I. Protein Feeds.

Cottonseed Meal.
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Cottonseed Meal (continued).

Guaranteed. ' Foicnd.

Manufactured by : Sampled at : Protein. Fat. Moisture. Protein. Fat.

$ 'i $ 54 'It

J. E. Soper & Co., Middleboro, 43. 9 ' ^ q, .. .0
, , 00" " Springfield, 43. 9 S

^-9' 44-3« M-oo

Southern Cotton Oil Co., N.Amherst, 43. 9 7.06 44.71 9.98

" " " " Shelbur'eFalls,43. 9 5.78 45.S5 9.79
" " " " Southbridge, 43. 9 7.88 44.56 10.34

E. B. Williams & Co., t Springfield, 43-48 9-14 5.81 44.59 1175
" " " " N. Wilbraham,— — l^o

" "t S. Deerfield, 43-4S 9-14(^-^9 44-4i ii-34

F. L. Worthy & Co., Westfield, ^ — 7.06 45-38 9.96

Owlbrand, No- thampton, 43. 9 1 6 qq icti 10 tc
N. Wilbraham,43. 9 1 ^°9 45-34 10.35

Unknown, Rockland, 42-48 8-14 6.74 43-10 11.64

" Wakefield, 42-4810-14 6.00 40.82 11.58

Highest, 8.33 45.85 14.00

Lowest, 5.66 28.88 8.67

Average, 6.75 44.48 10.67

All the cottonseed mealsfrom k7iown sources, with one exceptmi, are

freefrom adulteration.

Without name or guaranty.

Manufactured by : Sampled at: Moisture. Protein. Fat.

'k <% $

Unknown, Amherst, — 44--3 —
Ayer, 7.S0 44.34 9.87

" Fitchburg, 6.65 41.42 13.54
" Gt. Barrington, 7.07 43.00 10.84

" N.Adams, 6.72 43-ii 10.67

" Waltham, 6.28 47.63 10.98

" Weir, 7.35 39.84 10.37

" Beverly, 6.37 41.31 8.61

" Brockton, 6.46 44.19 12.42

" Danvers, 8.02* 30.19* 9-55*

" Fitchburg, 5.88 45.19 11 -08

" Salem, 6.69 44.13 13.48

" S. Framingham, 6.16 44.94 ii-39

" Taunton, 5.98 39-63 10.74

" Weymouth, 7.55 45.03 10.55

Highest, 8.02 47.63 13.54

Lowest, 5.88 30.19 8.61

Average, 6.69 43.43 11.12

Of the above meals several are inferior afid one shows adulteration.

tDaisy brand.

*Not included in the average.



Cleveland Flax. Meal.

Guaranty : Protein 38 to 40 per cent.

Manufactured by

:

Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. Fat.

American Linseed Co., Salem,



lO

Other Linseed Products.

Brand. Manufactured by

:

Sampled at

:

Moisture.Protein. Fat.

Flaxseed meal, Kellogg & Miller, Pittsfield, 7.77 30.75 21.S0

Sucrene oil meal, Internat'l Milling Co., Northampton,
|

" " " " " N. Wilbraham, 9.57 27.07 2.95

Marlboro,
Natick, j

9-47 25.47 3-03

Chicago Gluten Meal.

Guaranty : Protein 36.00 per cent. Fat 3.37 per cent.

Manufactured by: Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. Fat.

^ I0 i

Glucose Sugar Ref. Co., Athol,
" Fall River,
" Greenfield,*
•' Lawrence,
" New Bedford,!
" Pittsfield,
" Southboro,
" Weir,
" Westfield,
" Worcester, •

" Athol,
" Brockton,
" Holyoke,
" Ipswich,
" Lowell,
" Palmer,
" Pittsfield.
" Shelhurne Falls,
" Southboro,
" Taunton,
" Worcester,

n

r- 9-5^ 36.50 1.84

f- 9-70 33-72 2.90

*Guaranty: Protein .^7.50 per cent. Fat 9.00 per cent.

tGuaranty: None.
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1

Cream Gluten Meal.

Guaranty : Protein 37.12 per cent. Fat 3.20 per cent.

Manufactured by Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. Fat.

'0 '.«

Chas. Pope Glucose Co., Athol,
" " " " Attleboro,
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Buffalo Gluten Feed.

Guaranty : Protein 25.50 per cent. Fat 4.00 per cent.

Manufactured by : Sampled at: Moisture. Protein. Fat.

Glucose Sugar Ref. Co., Concord,^
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Golden Gluten Feed.

Guaranty: Protein 25.50 per cent. Fat 4.00 per cent.

Manufactured by

:

Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. Fat.

Glucose Sugar Ref. Co., Newburvport,
" N. Wilbraham,*
" S. Deerfield,

S.54 25.06 3.58

Marsh^lltown Gluten Feed.

Guaranty : Protein 27.00 per cent. Fat 4.00 per cent.

Manufactured by

:

Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. Fat.

Glucose Sugar Ref. Co., Dedham,
" Fall River,

" " " " Newburvport.
8.20 27.19 3.17

Rockford Diamond Gluten Feed.

Guaranty: Protein 27.00 per cent. Fat 4.00 per cent.

Manufactured by : Sampled at: Moisture. Protein. Fat.

Glucose Sugar Ref. Co., Gt .Barrington,
" Holyoke,

" " Holyoke,*
" " Lawrence,

t

" Pittsfield,
" Shelburne Falls,

" 'Amherst,*
" " Montague,*

" Pittsfield,
" " Weymouth,!

((
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Other Gluten Feeds.

Guarajity : N())ie.

Brand. Manufactured by : Sampled at : Moisture.Protein. Fat.

Joliet, Chapin & Co., Gt. Harrington,

Glen Cove Starch Co., Holyoke,

Hollister,Crane & Co., Amherst,
|

" " Southboro, \

Illinois, M- G. Rankin Co., N. Wilbraham,

Milwaukee,SimpsonHendee & Co.,Shelburne Falls,

Unknown, Greenfield,
'

8.42
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Wheat Middlings (continued).

Brand. Manufactured by Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. Fat.

N.W.Cons.Mil'g Co., Gardner, ^
" N. Adams, 1

A,



i6

Wheat Middlings (continued).

Brand. Manufactured by:
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Mixed Feed (continued).

Brand. Manufactured by

:

Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. Fat.

Acme, Acme Milling Co.,

Buckeye wheat,Am. Cereal Co.,

a

Anchor,

((

((

((

C(

(C

Fancy winter,

Bay State,

Blish,

Blish,

Jersey,

Sterling,

Sterling

Anchor Mills Co.,

Amesbury,
E.iirookfield,

Gt.Ikurington
Huntington,

Fall River,
Haverhill,
Sh'lb'ne Falls,

Worcester,

Andover,
Brockton,
Metluien,
Montague,
Ware,
Webster,
Westfield,
Worcester,

Concord,
Fitchburg,
Lowell,
Weir,

Danvers,
Haverhill,
Millbury,
Palmer,
South boro.
Ware,

E. W. Bally & Co., Amherst,

Bay StateMill'gCo.,Greenfield,

Blish Milling Co., Lowell,
" " " Nevvburyport,

Pittsfield,

S. Deerfield,
" " '^ Athol,
" " " Haverhill,
" - " " Lexington,

BrooksGrififith&Co.Amesbury,
Athol,

1

)- 8.62
1
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Mixed Feed (continued).

Brand.
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Mixed Feed (continued).

Brand.
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Mixed Feed ^(continued).

Brand. Manufactured by

:

Sampled at

:

Moisture.

Russell's, Unknown, Greenfield, ( o

N. Adams, j

^'-'^

Superior, " Westfield, 8.21

" Athol, 9.02
" Athol, lo.oSt
" Fitchburg, 9.09
" Gt.Barrington, 9.02
" Gt. Barrington, 8.90
" N.Adams, 8.99
" Adams, 8.32

Athol, 6.88
" Huntington, 8. 11

" Stoughton, 8.2

1

Highest, 10,10

Lowest, 7,31

Average, 8.67

Adulterated and poor quality mixed feeds are

noticeable.

Protein.
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Wheat Bran, Shorts (continued).

Brand. M anufactured by

:

Samplec at: Moisture. Protein. Fat.

Winter,

Winter,

SprinSu

Shorts,

Coarse spring.

Coarse,

A,

Pillsbury's spri

Spring,
ii

Stotts,

Mich, winter,

Winter,

Choice,

Coarse,

Coarse,

Winter,

Spring,

Globe,

Spring,

Kehlor Bros., Attleboro, ^
Fall River,

j

" " N. Adams, }> 9.06

N. Adams,
|

" " Worcester, J
" " Northampton, )

Webster, [ S.22
" " Worcester, )

J. H. Knowles, Weir.

Listman Mill Co., Hudson,

Minn'ap'sFl'rM'f'g,Lowel],

" Lowell,

New UlmRoll'rMill, Lynn,
" " " " Taunton,

N.W.Cons.MgCo.,Gardner,
" '• '• " Andover,

" Taunton,

C. A. Pillsbury, Fall River,
N. Adams,

" Athol,
" " Brockton,
" " Greenfield,

ng, " " Metluien,
" " Southboro, J

S. C. M. Co., Athol,

9.67

D.StottsFl'gMills, E.Brookfield,

Valley City Mill'g, Gt. Barrington,

Victoria Flo'r Mills, Montague,

Voigt Milling Co., Southbridge,

Washburn-Crosby, Athol,
(^

" " New Bedford,
J

7.81

10.04

8.11

923
10.34

16.81

16.94

15-32

)- 7.70 15.06

16.69

14.56

16.28,

'6.53

15.22

9.28 15. Si

4.98

4-49

9.22
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Wheat Bran, Shorts (continued).

Brand.
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II. Starchy (Carbohydrate) Feeds.

Corn Meal.

Manufactured by

:
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Oat Feed (continued).

Brand. Manufactured by : Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. Fat.

Quaker, Americ'nCerealCo.,Chicopee Falls, ~]

" " " Gt. Ban-ingt^n, ! . „
" " Marlboro, \

^-' ^-•°7 3-o8

" " " Westfield, J

Vim, " " " Concord, ^
" " " Haverhill, I .

^ ^
.

u » a u Lawrence, {
^'^^ ^-^S 2.10

" " " " Worcester, J

" " " Athol,
I r c

" " Concord, (
5-96 4.78 1.91

C. M. Cox & Co., Woburn, 7.01 7.00 3.05

Standard grade, M. L. Crittendon, Gardner, 6.32 7.75 2.36

Cutler Co., Webster, 5.96 6.44 2.10

Brextel, R.H.Hardy &Sons,Fitchburg, 6.29 9.50 3.41

Hollis'rCrane&Co.,Holyoke, 6.00 2.88 1.49

Oatena, Illinois Cereal Co.,Holyoke, 6.88 6.78 2.38

" Fitchburg, 7.92 5.91 1.97

Unknown, Waltham, 5.53 6.25 2.30

FriendsdairyfoodMuscat'e Oatmeal,Wakefield,
) ^

" Woburn, \

4-92 7-5t> 2.75

Puritan, Rivers'eRordOats,Newburyport, 6.27 1372 5.99

Lincolnshire, Unknown, Southboro, 6.29 6.50 2.66

Lincolnsh'e fancy, " Rockland, 6.66 6.53 2.35

Pure, " Lexington, 6.08 5.91 2.58

X, " Haverhill, 5.85 4.59 1.77

" Ayer, 7.04 6.87 2.48

" Concord, 4.87 2.65 1.19

" Greenfield,. 6.15 6.94 3.28

" Hudson, 7.39 9.50 4.10

" Lowell, 6.23 7.50 2.62

" Lexington, 6.03 7.60 3.44

" Woburn, 5.81 13.31 6.53

Middlings, " Wakefield, 6.15 13. 28 6.19

Highest, 7.92 13.72 6.53

Lowest, 4.92 2.75 1.19

Average, 6.15 8.1 6 3.00

The oat feeds show a wide variation in protein and a large pro-

portion of them are of inferior character. The range in coarse

material, principally hulls, is from 29 to 56 per cent.
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Quaker Dairy Feed.

Manufactured by Sampled at : Moisture. Protein. Fat.

American Cereal Co.,
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Corn and Oat Feed. Provender (continued).

Brand. Manufactured by

:

Sampled at: Moisture. Protein. Fat.

Cham'n mill f'd, Ho!lister,CraneCo.,Adams, 6.98 8.63

Provender, E. W. Pierce, Lawrence, 8.29 lo 41
" Smith Bros., Westfield, 10.97 10.06
" F. L. Worthy, Pittsfield, 13.04 S.44

Pittstield, 12.68 9.16

Lenox, Unknown, Lexington, 8.78 7.66
" Franklin, 8.92 8. 53

Russell's, "
S. Deerfield, 9.17 9.53

S.A.&S.O.prov., " Methuen, 6.30 6.28

Winds'r grou'doats,*

"

Lowell, 6.92 8.44

Windsor feed, " Lowell, 6.22 8.53

Oat feed,* " -N. Adams, 8.36 7.44

Highest, 13.04 12.13

Lowest, 6.22 6,28

Average, 8.28 8.89

Several corn and oat feeds can be considered low grade but one is

of marked inferiority.

4-31

4.01

2.99

2.36

3-56

2.49

2.S5

3-35

2.08

2.84

2-37

2.69

4.59

2.08

3.39

Corn, Oat and Barley Feed.

Brand. Manufactured at

;

Sampled at: Moisture. Protein. Fat.

54 fo i

Schumacher's,

it,

11

(1

Sterling,

AmericanCerealCo., Pittsfield, )

" Springfield, [ 8.28
" " " Worcester, )

" Montague, )

" Westfield,
[

6.24
" Worcester, )

" Pittsfield, 8.81

Beverly, )

Lexington,
\ 7.74

" " N. Adams, )

F. L. Worthy, Huntington, 12.79

Average, 8.03

M. L. Crittendon,

11.25

"35

11.78

9-97

8.50

10.73

4.08

4.04

4.28

3-24

1.88

3.66

One sample is of poor quality.

*Corn present.
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H. O. Horse Feed.

Guaranty : Protein 12.00 per cent. Fat 4.50 per cent.

Manufactured by Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. Fat.

H. O. Co., Brockton,*

Athol,
lirockton,

Greenfield,
Lawrence,
Lynn,
Springfield,

Taunton,

9.04

r- 7-40

11.56

12.41

347

3-51

Miscellaneous Feeds.

Brand. Manufactured by

:

Sampled at

:

Moisture.

Kaffir corn. Unknown, Lawrence,

Corn screenings, Shovan & Battles, Orange,

Monarchchopf'd,Hus'dAIiirg&Ele v., Hudson,
West'nchopfeed,Unknown, N. Adams,
Shredded wheat, CereahMachineCo., Salem,

" Shelb'neF'lls \ 8.60
" Wakefield,

Ground oats, J.O.Ellison, Haverhill,

Barley meal, H. K. Webster, Lawrence,

Rye feed, BoutwellMiirgCo.,Fitchburg,

Rye meal, J. Cusliing Co., S. Framingham,
" " E. C. Packard, Brockton,

Marsden's new
food product,! Marsdens Co., Lawrence,

Needham,
Concentra'd food,Concen Food Co., Millbury,

\

Protein.

5S

12.00

Fat.

10.54
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III. Poultry Feeds.

Brand. Manufactured by : Sampled at: Moisture. Protein. Fat.

It

H. O.,

;(

H. O. Co.

American, Amer. Cereal Co..Lawrence,
" Salem,

" " " Walpole,
" Beverly,
" Lowell,
" Natick,
" Newburyport,
" Taunton,
" Walpole,

Brockton,
Lawrence,

Brockton,*
Haverhill,*
Leominster,*
Lvnn,*
Wakefield,*

Brockton,
Orange,

Scratching grain. Unknown, Salem,

Clover meal, Bennett&Mill'tt, Salem,

Cut clover,t W.R.Curtis&Co.,Sa em.

Clover meal, Jordan Milling, Newburyport,

7-63

> 7-22

8.23

1

H.O.scratching food,"

n.28

12.94

17-13

5-70

6.02

5-31

y 6.66 16.72 5.24

J

9-73
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Meat and Bone Meal (continued).

Brand. Manufactured by

:

Sampled at

:

Moisture. Protein. . Fat.

Dow's animal meal, John C. Dow, Newburyport, 8.38 28.13 9 9°

Dow's beef scrap, " " Middleboro, 12.59 47-i3 17-49

Dow'spourymeal, " '" Middleboro, 10.06 31-78 9.58

Meat scrap, J. Lederer & Co., Fall River, 8.74 51.25 17.60

Beef meal, Parnient'r&PolseyWakefield, 6.44 36.13 9.43

Boiled l)'fT3one,**Smith&Romaines,Pittsfield, 8.16 48.09 11.44

" " " " " " Orange,! 4.10 45.3S 16.51

Highest, 12.59 51.25 20.46
Lowest, 4.10 28.13 5.89

Average, 6.50 41.7 7 11.20

Meat and bone meals are valuable chiefly for their protein and sev-

eral of the above test noticeable low. Attention is called to the

guaranteed meal.

D. CHEAPEST FEEDS AT FALL PRICES.

At market prices as here given, those feeds are cheapest that stand

first in the list, and those the most costly that stand last. These

results have been obtained by using the Key under F.

Feed Stuff. Retail Price.

Dried brewers' grains and cottonseed meal, $16 and 525 per ton.
Gluten feed and gluten meal, ^20.50 and $24 " "

Wheat middlings, $20 " "

Protein j Malt sprouts, $16 '.' "

Feeds. |
Cleveland flax meal and mixed feed, ^27 and $19 " '

O. P. linseed meal, 529 " "

Wheat bran, $ig " "

H. O. dairy feed, $24 " "

^i^rrhv f Hominy meal, ^18 " "

rr^rbohv I

C°''" "'^^1'-
^'8

" "

1 /\ -<| Corn and oat, and corn,oat,and barley feeds,$i8 and $19
" "

cuate)
i

Quaker dairy feed, $18 " "
i-eeas.

^Q^tfeed, $18
" "

Because dried brewers' grains or cottonseed meal is the cheapest

of the protein feeds and hominy meal the cheapest of the starchy

feeds it does not follow that cottonseed meal or hominy meal should

be fed exclusively. A judicious combination of the starchy and

protein feeds is desirable, and various grain mixtures are recom-

mended below. Prices fluctuate and the above relative values may
be changed at the present time.

**B. B. B. brand.

tGuaranty : Protein 45.00 per cent. Fat 15.00 per cent.
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E. GRAIN MIXTURES TO BE FED DAILY WITH COARSE
FEED.

I. II.

loo lbs. corn or hominy meal. 200 lbs. chop feed.

100 lbs. bran, mixed, or chop feed. 100 lbs. cotton, gluten or linseed meal.

75 lbs. cotton, gluten or linseed meal.Mix and feed 7 to 8 quarts daily.

Mix and feed 8 to 9 quarts daily.

III. ir.

100 lbs. oat feed. H. O. dairy feed.

loo lbs. Buffalo or Golden glu'n feed. Feed 6 to 8 quarts daily.

Mix and feed 8 quarts daily.

r.

Gluten feeds.

Feed 5 to 6 quarts daily.

rii.

50 lbs. linseed meal.

50 lbs. cottonseed meal.

100 lbs. oat feed or chop feed.

Mix and feed 7 to S quarts daily.

VI.

100 lbs. fine middlings.

100 lbs.brewers' grains or malt sprouts.

Mix and feed 7 to 8 quarts daily.

nil.
ICO lbs. corn meal.

50 lbs. bran.

50 lbs. cottonseed meal.

Mix and feed 7 quarts daily.

F. KEY TO COMPARATIVE VALUES OF CONCENTRATED
FEEDS.

'Cottonseed meal,
Cleveland flax meal,
0. P. linseed meal,
Gluten m.eal.

Gluten feed,

Protein feeds. -^ Wheat middlings.

Mixed feed.

Wheat bran.

Malt sprouts.

Dried brewers' grains,

H. 0. dairy feed,

f Corn meal,

I

Hominy meal,

Starchy
|

Oat feed (very excessive hulls),

(carbohyclrate) -{ Quaker dairy feed,

feeds.
I

Corn and oat feed,

j

Corn, oat, and barley feed,

i^H, 0. horse feed.

152

134
138

140
121

i07-ii4t
90-95*

86

95
100

96

100

105

49
84
89
92*

91

•Estimated but not actually determined.

tThe 114 value refers to the fine light colored middlings with 19 per cent protein.
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The above feed stuffs are divided into protein and starchy feeds.

The former are purchased primarily to increase the protein, while

the latter are bought to increase the digestible matter in the ration

fed to the animal.

How to use the Key.

It is not possible in this connection to show the relative effects of

the variolis feed stuffs on the flow of milk or the production of

beef. The figures are offered rather as a key to the comparative

commercial values of the different feeds based on the nutriments

contained in them. Thus if corn meal is worth loo, Quaker dairy

feed would be worth S4 ; or if wheat bran is worth 86, cottonseed

meal would be worth 152. These figures can be easily converted

into dollars. Thus if corn meal is worth $18 per ton or 100, Quaker

dairy feed would be worth 84 per cent of $18 or $15.13, the amount

the farmer can afford to pay for the feed. Again with cotton-

seed meal worth $25, what can the farmer afford to pay for

old process linseed meal.'' Cottonseed meal equals 152, or S25,

and linseed meal 138. We have a case in simple proportion.

152 : 138 : : $25 : x= $22.70, the value of a ton of linseed meal.

It must not be forgotten that these figures do not take into consid-

eration the mechanical condition, or the particularly fa\orable

effect which some feeds are supposed to exert upon the general

health of the animal.



SPECIAL NOTICE.

Bulletins containing information concerning

Concentrated Feed Stuffs, and analyses of the

same, are sent only to those especially desiring

them. If you wish for these and do not receive

them^ send your name AT ONCE to the Director,

Hatch Experiment Station, Amherst, Mass.
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CHEMICAL LABORATORY.

The Bulletins of this Station ivill be sent free to all newspapers in..

the State and to such individuals interested in farming as may request

the same.



HATCH EXFERIZHENT STATION
or THE

Massachusetts Agrictilttiral College,

AMHERST, MASS.

By act of the General Court, the Hatch Experiment Station and

the State Experiment Station have been consolidated under the name

of the Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural

College. Several new divisions have been created and the scope of

others has been enlarged. To the horticultural, has been added the

duty of testing varieties of vegetables and seeds. The chemical has

been divided, and a new division, " Foods and Feeding," has been

established. The botanical, including plant physiology and disease,

has been restored after temporary suspension.

The officers are :

—

Henry H. Goodell, LL. D.,

William P. Brooks, Ph. D.,

George E. Stone, Ph. D.,

Charles A. Goessmann, Ph. D., LL. D.

Joseph B. Lindsby, Ph. D.,

Charles H. Fernald, Ph. D.,

Samuel T. Maynard, B. Sc,

J. E. Ostrander, C. E.,

Henry M. Thomson, B. Sc,

Ralph E. Smith, B. Sc,

Henri D. Haskins, B. Sc,

Charles I. Goessmann B. Sc,

Samuel W. Wiley, B. Sc,

Edward B. Holland, M. Sc,
Frederick W. Mossman, B. Sc,
Benjamin K. Jones, B. Sc,

Philip H. Smith, B. Sc,

George A. Drkw, B. Sc.

Herbert D. Hemenway, B. Sc,

Henry T. Fernald, Ph. D.,

Arthur C. Monahan,

Director.

Agriculturist.

Botanist.

Chemist (Fertilizers).

Chemist (Foods and Feeding)

.

Entomologist.

Horticulturist.

Meteorologist.

Assistant Agriculturist.

Assistant Botanist.

Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

First C^emisi(Foodsand Feeding).

Ass't Chemist(¥ooi\s and Feeding)

.

Ass't Chemist(Foodr. and Feeding).

Assistant in Foods and Feeding.

Assi.^tant Horticulturist.

Assistant Horticulturist.

Associate Entomologist.

Observer.

The co-operation and assistance of farmers, fruit-growers, horti-

culturists, and all interested, directly or indirectly, in agriculture,

are earnestly requested. Communications may be addressed to the

Hatch Experimekt Station, Amherst, Mass.



DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY.

C. A. GOESSMANN.

I.

ANALYSES OF COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS AND MANU-

RIAL SUBSTANCES SENT ON FOR EXAMINATION.

WOOD ASHES.

816-820. I. Received from Maiden, Mass.

II., III., IV. and V. Received from Danvers, Mass.

Per Cent.



826-829. I.

II.

III.

IV.

Moisture at 100° C.

Potassium oxide,

Phosphoric acid,

Calcium oxide.

Insoluble matter,

Received from Sunderland, INlass.

Received from Clinton, Mass.

Received from Sunderland, Mass.

Received from North Hatfield, Mass.

I.

3.72



Cotton Seed Hull Ashes are eagerly sought after by the tobacco

raisers in the Connecticut Valley. The ashes furnish a most valu-

able source of potash for tobacco culture ; in the majority of cases

proving superior to high grade sulphate of potash. The analy-

ses of different samples of this material show a wide variation

in the percentage of potassium oxide present. This fact should

be taken into consideration by the farmer when purchasing

these goods. Cotton seed hull ashes, like wood ashes and

all other by-products and refuse materials used for fertilizing

purposes, should be bought on a guarantee of composition

of their essential elements of plant food. Several inquiries

have been made from different sections of the State, as to where cot-

ton seed hull ashes may be procured.

The American Cotton Oil Co., 27 Beaver street, New York City,

has secured a license for the sale of this material in Massachusetts.

COTTON SEED MEAL.

839-841. I-, II- and III. Received from North Hatfield,Mass.
Per Cent.

I. II. III.

Moisture at 100° C, 6.93 6.29 6.87

Nitrogen, 7.53 7.76 7.45

The percentage of phosphoric acid and potassium oxide in the

various samples of cotton seed meal received for analysis, is not, as

a general rule, determined unless upon special request of the party

sending the sample. The amount of these two elements varies but

little, the average of fifty analyses showing a content of phosphoric

acid of 1.76 per cent and of potassium oxide of 1.79 per cent.

ANALYSES OF MISCELLANP:OUS MATERIAL.

842-844. I- Tankage received from Northampton, Mass.

II. Tankage received from South Westport, Mass.

III. Complete fertilizer received from Merrimac,

Mass.

Moisture at 100° C,
Total Phosphoric acid,

Per Cent.



Soluble Phosphoric acid,

Reverted Phosphoric acid,

Insoluble Phosphoric acid,

Potassium oxide,

Nitrogen,

*



853-854.

COTTON WASTE.
I. and II. Received from Bedford, Mass.

Moisture at 100° C,
Phosphoric acid,

Potassium oxide,

Nitrogen,

Calcium oxide,

Insoluble matter,

TOBACCO REFUSE MATERIAL.
855-856. I- Tobacco stems and sulphur, received from Wor-

cester, Mass.

II. Tobacco dust, received from Worcester, Mass.
Per Cent.

Pei- (



8

tJ
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING THE SAMPLING

OF MATERIALS AND METHOD OF SHIPPING

SAME TO LABORATORIES.

It is of the utmost importance that parties forwarding fertilizing

substances for examination should take particular pains in sampling,

packing and forwarding such materials in order that the analysis

obtained may represent the average composition of the goods

sampled, that no addition or loss of moisture in transportation may
be effected and that the package be addressed to the proper depart-

ment.

All samples are received and entered in the order of their arrival

at this office. Each sample is assigned a number and is taken up

for investigation in the order in which it has been received.

All samples should be addressed to Dr. C. A. Goessmann, Chemi-

cal Department of the Hatch Experiment Station, Amherst, Mass.,

to prevent confusion and possible delay. Express charges must

always be prepaid. The name of the sender should be enclosed in

an envelope and placed inside the receptacle together with a state-

ment of the nature of the material forwarded for analysis ; whether

it is an agricultural chemical, mixed fertilizer, a wood ash or the

by-product of some manufacturing industry.

The receipt of all samples will be acknowledged by return mail

and the results of analysis will be forwarded free of charge to all

farmers as soon as completed.

The results of all anafyses of samples made at the Station, free of

charge, are left at the disposal of the managers for publication if

deemed advisable.

SAMPLING OF MATERIAL IN BULK.

In sampling such materials as wood ashes, cotton hull ashes and

in fact any material in bulk, portions should be taken from various

parts of the heap and placed on a thick smooth piece of paper and

thoroughly mixed ; from this mixture should be drawn a sample of

about one pound which should be placed in a clean bottle, jar or tin

can which should be tightly stoppered and sealed in order to

retain the moisture conditions of the original material.
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SAMPLING OF MATERIAL IN BAGS.

In sampling material which Is shipped in bags, portions should be

drawn from at least ten percent of the number of bags present. A
fair sample may be obtained by emptying about ten per cent of the

bags present on a clean floor or other smooth surface and thoroughly

mixing ; small amounts are then taken from different parts of the

heap and an average sample drawn as has been previously described.
"

SAMPLING OF SOILS.

The correct taking of representative soil samples, when such are

desired for chemical investigation, is of the first importance, as with-

out a properly taken sample, the results which a careful chemical

analysis will show become of little value. The sample should be

taken from different portions of the field and to a depth not exceed-

ing the downward limit of the surface soil. After selecting a place

where a sample is to be taken, pull up all growing vegetation and

remove all surface matter which is not apart of the soil. Dig a

hole in the soil about two feet square, making the sides smooth and

clean by means of a sharp pointed shovel or other instrument ; now
place a sharp bladed shovel at the point of separation of the surface

soil from the subsoil and by means of another flat bladed instrument

shave off a portion (about two inches) from all four sides of the

aperture letting the soil fall into a shovel which is held in a proper

position to receive the same. Place the soil in a suitable receptacle

and proceed to take other samples in a like manner from several

different parts of the field. The large bulk of soil which has thus

been taken is now placed on a clean floor or on a large piece of thick

paper and thoroughly broken up and mixed, after which an average

sample is drawn and placed in a glass jar or bottle. The bottle is

then securely stoppered and sealed, properly labelled and forwarded

for the subsequent chemical examination.

A description of the soil should accompany the sample or be sent

in a sealed letter, setting forth the locality, depth at which the sam-

ple was taken, nature of subsoil and deptli, the method of fertiliza-

tion and crop rotation which has been in practice, general fitness of

land for cultivation and all other information that would be of inter-

est or assistance to the chemist in formulating his report.

Care should be exercised in sampling when the weather conditions

are normal and no time should be lost between the drawing of the

sample and the forwarding of same to the laboratory. This point

applies with equal force to all materials forwarded for investigation.
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TRADE VALUES
OF FERTILIZING INGREDIENTS IN RAW MATERIALS

AND CHEMICALS.

1900.

Cents per pound.

Nitrogen in ammonia salts, 17.0
" nitrates, 13..

5

Organic nitrogen in dry and fine ground fish, meat, blood,

and in high-grade mixed fertilizers, 15.5
" " " fine bone and tankage, 15.5
" " " medium bone and tankage, 11

Phosphoric acid soluble in water, 4.b
" " soluble in ammonium citrate, 4.0
'* " in fine ground fish, bone and tankage, 4.0
" "in cottonseed meal, castor pomace

and wood ashes, 4.0
" " in coarse fish, bone and tankage, 3.0
" " insoluble (in water and in am. cit.)

in mixed fertilizers, 2.0

Potash as Sulphate, free from Chlorides, 5.0

" " Muriate, 4.25

The market value of low priced- materials used for manurial pur-

poses, as salt, wood ashes, various kinds of lime, barnyard manure,

factory refuse and waste materials of different description, quite

frequently does not stand in close relation to the current market

value of the amount of essential articles of plant food they contain.

Their cost varies in different localities. Local facilities for cheap

transportation and more or less advantageous mechanical conditions

for a speedy action, exert as a rule, a decided influence on their

selling price.

The market cost of the different essential elements of plant food,

with the exception of the nitrogen compounds, compart s favorably

with the prices of the same ingredients for the year 1899. Nitrogen

compounds show a material increase in cost as compared with the

previous year.
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The above schedule of trade values is based upon the condition

of the fertilizer market in centers of distribution in New England

during the six months preceding March 1900 and refers to the current

market prices of the leading standard raw materials which enter

largely into the manufacture of our commercial fertilizers.

The following is a list of such materials :

Sulphate of Ammonia,

Nitrate of Soda,

Azotiire,

Dried blood,

Cotton seed meal,

Castor pomace.

Linseed meal,

Dry ground fish,

Bone and tankage,

Dry ground meat.

Dissolved bone.

Ground phosphate rock.

Acid phosphate.

Refuse bone black,

High grade sulphate of potash.

Muriate of potash.

Sulphate of potash-magnesia,

Kainit,

Sylvinite,

Crude saltpetre.

Valuation. The approximate value of a compound fertilizer or

any material used for fertilizing pur|)oses is obtained by calculating

the value of each of the three essential elements of plant food (nitro-

gen, phosphoric acid and potassium oxide, including the different

forms of each wherever different forms are recognized in the table),

in one hundred pounds of the fertilizer and multiply each product by

twenty to change it to a ton basis. The sum of these values will

give the total value of the fertilizer per ton at the principal places

of distribution.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS,

AGENTS AND SELLERS OF COMMERCIAL FERTILI-

ZERS AND MATERIALS USED FOR MANURIAL PUR-

POSES IN MASSACHUSETTS.

1. An application for a certificate of compliance with the regu-

lations of the trade in commercial fertilizers and materials used for

manurial purposes in this state must be accompanied :

First, with a distinct statement of the name of each brand

offered for sale, the name of the manufacturer and place of

factory.

Second, with a statement of the amount of phosphoric acid, of

nitrogen and of potassium oxide guaranteed in each dis-

tinct brand.

Third, with the fee charged by the State for a certificate, which

is five dollars for each of the following articles: nitrogen,

phosphoric acid and potassium oxide guaranteed in any

distinct brand.

2. The obligation to secure a certificate applies not only to

compound fertilizers but to all substances, single or compound,

used for manurial purposes otfered for sale in this State.

3. The certificate of compliance with our State laws must be

secured annually before the first of May.

4. Manufacturers, importers and dealers in commercial fertili-

zers can appoint in this State as many agents as they desire after

having secured at this oflSce the certificate of compliance with our

laws.

5. Agents of manufacturers, importers and dealers in commercial

fertilizers are held personally responsible for their transactions until

they can prove that the articles they oflfer for sale are duly recorded

in this office.

6. Manufacturers and importers are requested to furnish a list of

their agents.

All inquiries regarding the sales of commercial fertilizers, etc.,

may be addressed to C. A. Goessmann, Amherst, Mass., Chemist in

charge of the oflficial inspection of these articles.
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HATCH EXFZSRIMENT STATION
OF THB

Massachusetts Agrictilttiral College^

AMHERST, MASS.

By act of the General Court, the Hatch Experiment Station and

the State Experiment Station have been consolidated under the name

of the Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural

College. Several new divisions have been created and the scope of

others has been enlarged. To the horticultural, has been added the

duty of testing varieties of vegetables and seeds. The chemical has

been divided, and a new division, "Foods and Feeding," has been

established. The botanical, including plant physiology and disease,

has been restored after temporary suspension.

The officers are :

—

Henry H. Goodell, LL. D., Director.

William P. Brooks, Ph. D., Agriculturist.

George E. Stone, Ph. D., Botanist.

Charles A. Goessmann, Ph. D., LL. D., Chemist (Fertilizers).

Joseph B. Lindsey, Ph. D., Chemist (Foods and Feeding).

Charles H. Fernald, Ph. D., Entomologist.

Samuel T. Maynard, B. Sc, Horticulturist.

J. E. Ostrander, C. E., Meteorologist.

Henry M. Thomson, B. Sc, Assistant Agriculturist.

Ralph E. Smith, B. Sc, Assistant Bota^iist.

Henri D. Haskins, B. Sc, Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

Charles I. Goessmann, B. Sc, " Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

Samuel W. Wiley, B. Sc, Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

Edward B. Holland, M. Sc, First Chemist(Foo6ii&nd'Fee(\mg)

.

Frederick W. MossMAN, B. Sc, ^ssY C7te»us«(Foo(ls and Feeding).

Benjamin K. Jones, B. Sc, ^ss'< C/ie«t«.sf(Foud.-5 and Feeding).

Philip H. Smith, B. Sc, Assistant in Foods and Feeding

.

George A. Drew, B. Sc, Assista7it Horticulturist.

Herbert D. Hemenway, B. Sc, Assista7it Horticulturist.

Henky T. Fernald, Ph. D., Associate Entomologist.

Arthur C. Monahan, Observer.

The co-operation and assistance of farmers, fruit-growers, horti-

culturists, and all interested, directly or indirectly, in agriculture,

are earnestly requested. Communications may be addressed to the

Hatch Experiment Station, Amherst, Mass.



HORTICULTURAL DIVISION.

S. T. MAYNARD.

SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF THE HORTICUL-

TURAL DIVISIOIT FOR THE YEAR 1899.

VARIETY TESTS OF FRUITS.

Of the numerous questions that come to this department, a large

majority relate to fruits,—the best varieties, the best methods of

culti%'"ation and pruning, the best and cheapest fertilizers and the

control of insect and fungous pests. Answers to these questions

will be found in this summary for the year's work.

APPLES.

184 varieties growing, 48 fruited.

THE PLUM CURCDLIO.

The injury done by the plum curculio which causes a large portion

of the gnarly fruit and is considered by some fruit growers as the

most injurious pest attacking the apple has been shown to have

largely decreased by spraying with the Bordeaux mixture and Paris

green. (See Spraying Calendar.) This is in line with the results

obtained by the same treatment of the plum practiced for many
years to prevent this fruit from being destroyed by the above men-

tioned pest. The varieties showing the most injury from the pest

were Early Harvest, Spy, AVillowtwig, Roxbury Russett and R. I.

Greening, while almost all varieties were more or less injured espec-

ially when there was little fruit on the trees.

THE BROWN DRY-ROT.

For three or four years past many winter varieties have been seri-

ously injured by small brown dry-rot spots under the skin. In many
cases it has been so abundant as to render the fruit almost unmar-



ketable. The conclusion arrived at from numerous experiments

made here and in other localities with fertilizers and with different

methods of cultivation is that it is largely due to a premature and

imperfect ripening, on light land especially exposed to the south, or

on trees where there is an excess of nitrogen in the soil available

during July and August. (See Fertilizers for fruits, page 9.)

While on rather cool, moist soils with a northern exposure and

where there is an abundance of potash in the soil and the nitrogen-

ous elements are pretty well exhausted when the fruit begins to

mature, there are few or no spots found. A warm, rather dry

August and September, seems to increase the amount of injury

especially if the trees are not in clean, cultivated land. Under cul-

tivation the frequent stirring of the soil tends to a later growth that

is not so much subject to this disease. This injury is more abund-

ant in fruit grown on old weak trees, but it sometimes attacks that

from young trees as well.

NEW VARIETIES.

The old standard varieties possess qualities that render them

especially valuable for home use and for market, but there have

been many tests made of new varieties grown here as well

as in other localities that are competing with the old varieties

grown for our local markets. If new varieties are showy, bear

transportation well and are good keepers, old varieties are likely

to become unpopular unless of especially line quality and good size

and color. The question then is, whether the growers of Massa-

chusetts shall raise Baldwins, Rhode Island Greenings, Roxbury

Russetts, varieties of unquestion.able hardiness, vigor and produc-

tiveness, yet with many defects, or the more showy Macintosh,

Wealthy, Washington Royal (Palmer Greening), Sutton Beauty, etc.

which possess the merits of being beautiful and of fine quality, but

which are rather delicate for shipping, or the Ben Davis, which is

beautiful, productive and a good shipping variety, but of very poor

quality. Viewed in the light of past experience it is safe to say

that varieties of poor quality, no matter how showy, will not, in the

long run, increase the demand for them, while beautiful form and

color with good quality, which should go together, will increase the

demand and generally raise the price. The varieties most profitable

for Massachusetts as determined by the tests in the Station orchards

and in various localities of the state are as follows

:



Summer^ Astrachan aud Early \Yilliams.

Autumn^ Graveostein, AVealthy and Macintosh.

Winter^ Hubbardston, Baldwin, Sutton Beauty, Washington

Royal (Palmer Greening) and Rhode Island Greening.

PEARS.

33 varieties growing, 14 fruited in 1899.

The Bartlett, Seckel, Bosc and Hovey are to be recommended for

generaFcultivation for market and home use. The leaf blight can

be wholly prevented and the fire b ight largely controlled by spray-

ing according to Spraying Calendar,

PEACHES.

41 varieties growing ; none fruited.

The fruit buds of all varieties were destroyed by cold about Jan.

1st, 1899, so that variety tests could. not be made last season. The

trees have made a vigorous growth and matured their buds in such a

way that all are uninjured at the present time and about 30 varieties

are in condition to bear a large crop.

The peach cannot be sprayed with Paris green without injury, and

the arsenate of lead must be used when the plum curculio is abun-

dant. For the brown-rot or monilia a very weak solution of copper

sulfate, 2 to 3 ounces to 50 gallons of water can be used without

danger. It is better to spray with this solution and with kerosene,

for the aphis, only on bright dr}' days. Under these con'ditions

less injury will be exiieiienced than if the work is done on a moist

or cloudy day.

PLUMS.

85 varieties growing ; 33 fruited in 1899.

Domestica. (46 varieties growing, 20 fruited in 1899.) For

several years past there has been little or no profit in growing this

class of plums in this state, largely from the injury to the tree by

the black knot, and the rotting of the fruit as it approaches ripen-

ing. In the Station orchards where the trees have been regularly

and thoroughly sprayed there have been few black knots and most

of the fruit has been saved. The varieties producing the best crops

the past season were (^uackenbos, Kingston, German Prune (Fel-

lemburg), Prune d'Agen and Czar.



Japanese. (21 varieties growing, 4 fruiting.) Of the large num-

ber of varieties growing in the Station orchard, very few pro-

duced any fruit, the buds having been killed by the cold at the same

time the peach buds were destroyed. In many cases the branches

wei*e killed and in a few, the entire tree. Those showing the most

fruit were the Red June and the Chabot ; the Burbank and Yosebe

showing a few large, fine specimens.

American. (18 varieties growing, 9 fruited.) The collection of

this class of plums has been largely increased by the best kinds

from various parts of the country. The results of the trial of these

varieties show, (1) that they are cureulio proof, (sometimes the

fruit is disfigured by this pest, but not destroyed)
; (2) that many

of them are immensely productive
; (3) that the fruit buds are never

winter killed
; (4) that the fruit is not injured by the brown rot ; (5)

tliat the varieties fruited are inferior to the best of the Domestica

and some of the Japanese varieties, but some are of good quality and

especially valuable for canning' purposes ; (6) that tlie trees are not

subject to the attack of the black knot but that the leaf curl and

plum pocket fungus sometimes attack them. The most desirable

of those fruiting the past season are the Wild Goose, Hawkeye,

Hammar and Wolf.

A collection of the largest and best new varieties obtainable have

been grafted on large trees which will fruit the coming season.

Among them it is hoped to find some that will prove more valuable

than any now fruited.

CHERRY.

35 varieties growing; 20 fruited in 1899.

Within the past two or three years cherry trees in Massachusetts

have greatly improved in vigor and healthfulnessand during the past

season more home grown fruit appeared in our markets than for

many years. The trees that have produced the largest amount and

best fruit are growing somewhat slowly, either in rather poor soil or

in turf land on the lawn or by the roadside where there is food sup-

ply sufficient to make a moderate growth, but not enough to create

that coarse, soft growth produced in rich garden or orchard land

under cultivation, which results in the trees being cracked by the

frost on the south side and their consequent rapid decay and short

life. The orchard on the Station grounds is located on the east side



and close up to a chestaut grove when the snrphis plant food is

rapidly taken up by the roots of the latter and the trees make but a

moderately vigorous growth. These trees planted from 5 to 20

years have borne good crops for several years. The wormy fruit

has grown less in amount each year since regular spraying has been

practiced and the crop has been one of considerable profit. Care-

ful experiments show that the monilia which sometimes causes the

fruit to rot on the trees or very soon after picking can be largely

prevent^l by spra^nng after every rain with the copper sulfate solu-

tion 3 ounces to 50 gallons of water. Of the sweet varieties the

past season the Napoleon and Gov. Wood were the most satisfac-

tory, and the Early Richmond and large Montmorency of the sour

kinds.

GRAPE.
164 varieties growing; 110 fruited in 1899.

One hundred and ten varieties of grapes fruited the past season

and the crop as a whole ripened better than for many years. Little

or no rot or mildew appeared where the vines were sprayed. It may
be said in this connection that of all the fungous pests attacking

fruits, those injurying the gra[)e can be the most certainly controlled

by spraying. The varieties giving the most satisfaction were the

Concord, Worden, Wiuchell and Delaware of the older sorts, while

of the newer well tested kinds, Campbells Early is the only one that

can be strongly recommended for general cultivation in Massachu-

setts. The especial merits of this variety are that it ripens from

a week to ten days earlier than the Concord (as early as Moore's

Early), the vine is vigorous and productive, the fruit is large and

showy, the skin tough, pulp rather firm and sweet but the seeds

separate readily, and it hangs long on the vine without dropping.

Unless it develops some weakness not yet noticed, it should be

grown extensively in Massachusetts in place of Concords, AVordena,

or any other black grape now grown.

BLACKBERRIES.
25 varieties growing; 18 fruited in 1899.

Of the new varieties fruiting, none can be recommended above

the old standard sorts, Agawam, Snyder and Taylor. The
Eldorado is, perhaps, quite as hardy as any of the above and the

fruit is of fine quality but not quite equal in size to the above in
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their best condition. Its great hardiness, however, good habits of

growth atfd good quality make it a valuable variety for market or

home use and it may become more valuable than any now grown.

The Rathburn in habit of growth is much like the Wilson but with

many more spines, the fruit is of medium to large size and of

good quality. On older plants it may prove more productive and

the fruit of larger size. This, however, will require one or more

seasons to prove.

ORANGE RUST.

In treating for the orange rust, it was found that the removal

of the diseased canes and leaves before the orange spores were

mature, in addition to the spraying, remedied the evil much more

quickly than where they were only sprayed. The cost of this work

need be very little unless the plantation is badly affected.

RED RASPBERRY.

28 varieties growing; 19 fruited.

Of tlie varieties giving the best results the King, Loudon and

Cuthbert were the most productive, the latter variety winter kill-

ing more than the others.

BLACKCAP RASPBERRIES.

26 varieties growing; 12 fruited in 1899.

The most productive of this group were the Souhegau, Hilborn

and Ohio. Where the canes and foliage of the blackberry and both

kinds of raspberries were sprayed, the growth was much better and

the canes matured so as to be less injured by cold than when not

s [grayed.

CURRANTS.

27 varieties growing; 23 fruited in 1899.

Of the twenty-three varieties of currants fruited the past season,

those yielding the most marketable and the best fruit were the

Cherry, Versailles and Fays. The Wilder, Red Cross, Ruby King

and Pomona, on three year old plants, compared favorably with

those first mentioned. Of the latter the Pomona yielded the largest

amount and was of the best quality, though perhaps a little smaller

in size tlian some of them.



STRAWBERRY.

170 varieties growing; 151 fruited in 189D.

Of the one hundred and fifty varieties fruited twenty-sjx pro-

duced fruit for the first time in the Station plots. Each kind is

grown on both heavy and light land and several varieties were found

to produce more fruit upon one kind of soil than upon the other.

Those yielding the greatest amount of fruit on heavy soil were

Methuen, Sample, Brandywine, Bismarck, Glen Mary, Maximus,

Preuiiuto and Seaford. Those producing the largest yield on light

land were Clyde, Howards No. 4, Haverland, Moore, Patrick, Paris

King, Plymouth Rock, Seedling No. 104, Sample and Shusters.

The varieties to be recommended, based on the results of the past

three years, for general cultivation, for size, quality and productive-

ness are the Clyde, Glen Mary, Sample and Brandywine. "When

extremely large berries are desired, the Marshall, Bubach and Gleu

Mary will generally be satisfactory.

FERTILIZERS FOR THE APPLE.

A large majority of the apple trees in Massachusetts do not make

the growth of tree necessary to produce fruit of large size and fine

quality, frobably nine-tenths of these trees are growing in land

from which a crop of grass or hay is expected and little or no fer-

tilizing material is applied. In many cases the land is so covered

with rocks as to make it very expensive to plow or cultivate. It is

beyond question that fruit such as is demanded by our markets,

especially for shipping purposes, cannot be grown upon such trees

unless they are made to produce a more vigorous growth of foliage

and wood. In some cases where the land is naturally rich or where

there is a washing of plant food from higher soil about the roots,

trees will grow and produce good fruit under these conditions of

neglect, but such locations are few. If the land is light in texture,

thorough and continued cultivation would be necessary to produce

profitable crops, but in strong, deep soil no such necessity exists if

a liberal supply of plant food is applied annuall3^ The question

then before us is how to make these trees, growing in pastures, bv

the roadside or in mowing lots, produce paying crops of fruits.

Numerous experiments made with fertilizers applied to both old and

young trees growing in grass, lead us to the conclusion that such

trees can be made to grow with sufficient vigor to produce large and
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profitable crops of fine fruit. To determine what fertilizers would
give the best results upon apple, pear and peach trees, three

orchards of apples, two of pears and two of peaches were used for

experiment. The apple trees, 4 to 8 inches in diameter, were treated

as follows :

1st row, 14 trees, 2 lbs. Muriate of Potash.

((

2d

3d

4th

5th "

6th "

7th "

8th "

9th "

10th"

11th "

12th "

((

((

2

4

1

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

Check

Sulfate " "

Kainite.

Kitrate of Soda.

S. C. fine rock.

Muriate Potash, 1 lb. Nitrate Soda.

S. Potash, 1 lb. N. Soda.

Kaiuite, 1 lb. N. Soda.

M. Potash, 1 lb. N. S., 4 lbs. S. C. Rock.

S. Potash, 1 lb. N. Soda, 4 lbs. S. C. Rock.

Kaiuite, 1 lb. N. Soda, 4 lbs S. C. Rock.

RESULTS.

The result of this test and those in other orchards was that

marked improvement was shown in the growth of the trees, only

where nitrate of soda was applied and about as much growth was

made where nitrate of soda was applied alone as where all the ele-

ments were used. This result may not be obtained every year from

the same application, as a more complete plant food is needed for

permanent growth, but it is conclusive that the nitrate of soda is

well suited to produce the result desired in the quickest possible

time. Numerous other experiments have been made with bone and

potash, fish and potash and with bone and fish combined with

Canada and crematory ashes, but in no case was as much growth

made as when the nitrate of soda was used. The explanation for

this may be that the nitrate being quickly soluble washes down

below the roots of the grasses and is absorbed by the roots of the

trees, while the nitrogen from fish and bone or manure being slowly

dissolved is largely taken up by the roots of the grasses and the

tree roots get little benefit from it. It is probable that if these

materials (bone, fish and manure) were applied during the fall and

winter the nitrogen would be more available for the trees than when

applied at the usual time, in April or May. Basing our judgment on
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the numerous experiments made at the Station and other places,

and the practice ot some of the best orchardists, we would advise

for apple trees in grass the following :

Nitrate of Soda, 1 to 5 lbs.

Sulfate of Potash, 1 to 5 lbs.

S. C. Rock (Floats), 4 to 10 lbs.

varying the quantity according to the size of the trees, condition of

growth and crop of fruit.

In pISce of the potash and S. C. Rock one-half ton to two tons of

good Canada ashes may sometimes be used with equally good

results. To determine the amount of fertilizers to use, the trees

should be carefully examined and enough fertilizer be put on each

year to produce, on fruiting trees, a growth of from 6 inches to 1 foot

of firm well matured wood at the ends of most of the branches.

Young trees and fruiting trees under constant cultivation will need

much less than those in grass.

FERTILIZERS FOR THE PEACH.

The practice of some of the best peach growers of the country is

to use fertilizers or manure sparingly until the trees set a crop and

then a liberal application is made to enable the trees to produce

the most perfect crop possible and preserve the vigor of the trees.

The best results are generally obtained with quickly soluble fertil-

izers applied at the beginning of the growing season. The follow-

ing formula is suggested :

Nitrate of Soda, 1 to 5 lbs. i)er tree according to size and crop of

fruit.

Sulfate of Potash, 1 to 5 lbs. per tree according to size and crop of

fruit.

S. C. Fine Rock, 2 to 10 lbs. per tree according to size and crop of

fruit.

Wood ashes maybe used, in place of the potash and S. C. rock

phosfate, at the rate of one-half to two tons per acre or 5 to 20 lbs.

per tree. Nitrate of soda should not be applied until just as the

trees are beginning to grow. If stable manure is most available,

a dressing of two or three cords per acre may be used in the fall or

eai'ly winter, but should never be put on in the spring unless the

land is very poor and the trees are heavily loaded with fruit or are

making a very weak growth.
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Young trees on fairly good soil should receive no fertilizers or

manure, if the land is kept under constant cultivation, until they have

set a crop of fruit. A cover crop of peas and barley sown in August

to keep the land from washing and to supply some plant food has

been found of great value in all orchards under cultivation. The
advantage of this crop is that it can be sown late in the season after

the growth of the trees has been completed. It grows late in the

season, produces a large crop of organic matter which prevents

loss of ammonia while the peas in addition absorb it from the

atmosphere. This cover crop can be easily turned under in the

spring when cultivation begins and will largely supply the plant

food needed for the growth of the trees.

FERTILIZERS FOR OTHER FRUITS.

Fertilizers of a similar composition to those mentioned above are

to be recommended for all other fruits, but there are so many vary-

ing conditions of soil and previous fertilization and cultivation that

it is impossible to make an exact formula that will app'y equally

well to all fruit plantations. In a general way we may say that for

all perennial fruits (trees, shrubs or plants,) the fertilizers that are

largely available in the early part of the season (i. e. quickly sol-

uble) will produce a more mature and firmer growth, that will with-

stand the cold better than a growth produced by fertilizers that are

available all through the season. The amount and kind of fertili-

zers that will give the best result must be determined by the condi-

tion of the crop, previous to applications. If the trees or plants are

growing slowly, the fruit being small and of poor quality a larger

amount must be used than if the growth be vigorous and the fruit of

fine quality. For those trees or plants that are liable to injury from

cold the nitrate of soda will be found especially valuable with of

course sufficient potash and phosforic acid to make a complete

growth.

A formula that will prove generally satisfactory for fruits is one

containing about 3% of nitrogen, 7% of phosforic acid, and 8

or 9% of potash applied at the rate of from one-half ton to one ton

per acre according to the growth of the crop and previous fertiliza-

tion. This would be best made up of about,

Nitrate of Soda, 150 to 300 lbs.

S. C. Rock rhosfate or Acid Phosfate, 500 to 1000 lbs.

Sulfate of Potash, 150 to 300 lbs.
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In place of the potash 1 to 2 tons of good wood ashes might be

used with good results for a single application or once in four to six

years and especially on rather light land, but it is doubtful if equally

good results would be obtained if the ashes were used every year on

the same land. If less quickly soluble materials, like fine bone,

fish, tankage or stable manure are used for the supply of nitrogen,

they should be applied in the fall or winter that they may be abund-

antly available in the early part of the growing season, as was sug-

gested"fbr the peach.

THINNING FRUITS.

The past season has demonstrated more clearly than ever the

necessity of producing a better grade of fruit than can be grown by

the let alone method so long practiced by most of our growers. 'Jhe

results of thinning out a liberal amount of fruit from an overloaded

tree or plant are ( 1 ) that the foliage becomes more vigorous and

more resistant to insect and fungous pests
; (2) the remaining fruit

grows larger and more perfect in size, color and quality ; (3) the

larvae of the codling moth, the insect producing wormy fruit in the

apple, pear and quince and the larvae of the plum curculio that pro-

duces the wormy plums and cherries, are destroyed in the immature

fruit when it dries up or decays on the ground, and much less labor

is required to sort and pack the remaining fruit when it is harvested.

The price obtained for fruit from carefully thinned trees or plants is

certain to be much higher than if all the fruit were allowed to

remain unthinned, while the cost of thinning is not much greater

than would be the extra cost of the final picking and sorting of so

much inferior fruit.

-TIME FOR THINNING.

The best time for thinning fruits is as soon as it can be deter-

mined what specimens are injured by insects or by any other cause.

This time for the apple, pear, peach and plum is early in July. The

grape should be thinned as soon as the size of the bunches can be

determined, which may be the last of June or the first of July. The

amount of fruit to be removed will depend largely upon how much

has set. In some cases three-fourths should be removed. In the

case of peaches and plums the fruit should not mature on the

branches nearer than six inches apart if the whole tree is fruiting.

With apples and pears the amount of thinning to be done must
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depend upon the size and vigor of the trees, but all wormy and

deformed fruit should be removed even to the extent of taking the

entire crop, for in the majority of cases such fruit only serves to

increase the number of insects the next year aud will not jMy the

cost of harvesting if allowed to mature. In thinning the grape all

small bunches should be removed if the fruit is intended for market,

as only large, full bunches will sell for good prices, and only a lim-

ited amount, depending upon the strength of vine, should be allowed

to remain on each cane. In vineyards at full growth from 10 to 20

lbs. of fruit will be all that each vine can mature and retain its

vigor,

PRUNING FRUIT TREES AND PLANTS.

Most of our fruit trees are pruned too much. They are often

cut and slashed and the lower branches removed so that in a few

years we have trees with only branches and foliage at the tops, the

fruit requiring a 20 to 30 foot ladder to secure it, when by a little

foresight and light annual pruning the trees might have been kept

in good form with an abundance of vigorous, healthy foliage to pro-

tect the branches from the hot sun and drying winds and would

mature choice fruit. Every orchardist, and person having the care

of ornamental shrubbery, should carefully examine every tree under

his charge at least once annually, and oftener if possible, aud do

whatever pruning is needed, from time to time, to keep it in proper

shape and prevent a too close growth. A fruit tree will not bear a

large crop of choice fruit unless it has an abundance of leaves and

branchts and these spread over space enough to allow considerable

light in and about them.

WHEN TO VRUNE.

All things considered March is the best month in which to prune

deciduous trees and shrubs, as the sap has then become more active

and the wound will dry out less and heal over more quickly than if

pruned in the fall or early winter.

TOOLS FOR PRUNING.

For removing small branches near the ground the pocket knife

and hand shears are all that are needed. For heading in the grow-

ing ends of trees from 8 to 20 ft. above the ground, the pole prun-

ing hook (the Waters or other forms) is most useful, and for remov-

ing small suckers on the main branches a chisel on the end of a long
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pole is very serviceable. When large branches are to be removed

the saw should always be used,—the axe never—for with every blow

of this tool the wood is cracked inward and toward the center and

decay will more quickly follow than if the saw is used. A saw with

about^ve teeth to the inch, set like a splitting saw, the teeth pointing

toward the end, is better than a cutting-oflf saw. The curved "Par-

agon " is the best saw in the market, the teeth on the inner

curve pointing toward the handle while those on the outside are

directed- toward the point. In sharpening this saw the file should

not be carried quite as nearly at right angles with the blade as in

the common splitting saw but more nearly to that angle than with

the common cutting-off saw.

RULES FOR PRUNING.

1. The knife or saw should never be used on a fruit or orna-

mental tree unless there is positively good reason for so doing.

2. Train all trees while young with a central leader or main

shoot, and never allow two main branches to grow in such a way as

to have the weight of the tree come upon a fork of the main trunk.

3. When two branches cross so as to be injured by rubbing

together the weaker of the two should be cut out.

4. When one branch rests on another under it the weaker of the

two should be cut out.

5. Suckers or water-sprouts should be thinned out before they

have made much growth, but if the main branches are bare or if the

head is open in places, suckers should be allowed to grow where they

will cover this condition. If parts of the tree are w^eak in growth,

this weak wood may be cut out and some of the suckers be allowed

to grow in its place. The cause of these sprouts is that the sap

becomes impeded by the bending down of the branches with weight of

fruit, by the hot sun striking the branches or perhaps by some injurj'

to the bark in pruning or gathering the fruit, and nature makes this

effort to repair the injury. The removal of all of these suckers will

soon result in the death of the tree while allowing some of them to

grow where needed will renew the vigor of the tree.

6. If large branches are to be removed make the cut in the

middle of the enlarged part where it joins the main branch or trunk,

and not quite in line with the face of the main branch or trunk.

7. Paint all wounds above one-half inch in diameter with linseed

oil paint, gas tar or grafting wax.
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8. Never cut away the main branches of a tree if it can be

avoided, but thin out the head, when it becomes crowded, from ihe

outside. This can be quiclily done with the pruning hook on a long

pole, and little or no injury will result, while if the large branches

are cut from the trunk the tree is weakened and soon dies or is

broken down.

9. Cut off dead branches as soon as discovered and cover the

wound with paint to prevent further decay.

10. In training young trees, start the branches low, the trees

will grow better, the thinning and gathering of the fruit will be more

easily done and the cultivation can be as well and cheaply done with

the modern acme, or spring-tooth harrow and weeder as if the head

was higher, while the trunk of the tree and the ground under it will

be so protected that growth will be better than if more exposed.

SPECIAL PRUNING.

The Peach. This tree requires special pruning to keep it in a

o.ompact stocky form as it tends to grow largely at the ends of the

branches and to produce few laterals on the main branches. While

the trees are young, at least one-half of the last season's growth

should be cut off during the latter part of the winter, varying the

amount cut from different parts of the trees so as to produce a regu-

larly formed head. As the trees grow older this pruning reduces

the number of fruit buds, and thus lessens the cost of thinning and

improves their growth. It also often becomes necessary to cut back

some of the main branches well into the center of the tree to force a

lateral growth of new wood, without which the long branches would

soon break down when heavily loaded with fruit, or with foliage wet

with rain in a high wind.

The Plum and Cherry. The special pruning required by these

two fruits is the heading in of strong leading shoots while young to

cause a stocky, compact growth that can be easily cared for. Pinch-

ing the shoots while young will often accomplish the same end.

The Grape. The grape vine will stand more pruning without

injury than any other fruit crop we grow, and bv the modern method

of training, the whole vine is practically renewed every two years.

The fruit is grown on the vigorous young wood of the last season's

growth and the more vigorous and well ripened this wood the better

will be the product. Pruning may be done at any time after the
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leaves fall, up to March 1st. Summer pruning or pinching is prac-

tised to force the growth where desired, i. e., into the fruiting canes

and into the new canes that are being grown for the next season's

fruit, and no surpkis canes should be grown that must be cut and

thrown away at the end of the season.

Raspherry and Blackherry . The fruiting canes of these fruits

should be cut out as soon as the crop has been harvested, tliat all

growth may go into the new canes that are to produce fruit the next

seasouy Such new canes as are to be preserved for next season's

fruiting should have the end taken off when they reach tliree feet in

height and all weak canes and those not needed to make a well

stocked field should be treated as weeds and be hoed or pulled up.

Currants and Gooseberries. An annual pruning is generally given

these fruits, cutting out all wood over three years old, keeping the

bushes in a compact, stocky condition that will hokl the fruit up

from the ground where it will not be spattered by the soil during

heavy rains, and leaving a limited amount of strong wood two and

three years old which produces larger fruit than will grow on old

canes. All canes looking sickly, which generally indicates a borer

in them, should be cut out and burned as soon as discovered.

SPRAYING CALENDAR FOR 1900.

In Bulletins Nos. 52 and GO a full discussion was given of the

various insecticides and fuugicides most useful for the protection of

fruits and garden crops from insect and fungous pests, and their

preparation and most economical application, therefore in this num-

ber only the spraying calendar, slightly modified in A'iew of the

results of the past seasons, is presented.



SPRAYING CALENDAR.
PLANT.

APPLE
( Scab,codlinff moth,bud moth,

tent cuteTpillar, canker worm,
plum curculio.J

FIRST APPLICATION.

BEAN
(Anthracnoae. leaf blight.)

CABBAGE
( Worms.)

CELERY, for rust and blight.

CHERRY*
(Rot, aphts, xhig, plum cur-

culio, black knot.)

CURRANT
\GOOSEBERRY \

( Worms, leaf blight.)

GRAPE
{Fungous diseases, rose bug,

etc.)

NURSERY STOCK .

{Fungous diseases.)

PEACH, NECTARINE*
(Hot, mildeio.)

PEAR
{Leafblight, scab, psylla, cod

ling nioth, blister mite.)

PLUM*t
( Cnrcuho, black knot, leaf

blight, brown rot.)

QUINCE
{Leafandfruit spot.)

r\
RASPBP^RRY
BLACKBERRY,
DEWBKRKY )

{Iiii.it, anthracnose,
blight)

STRAWBERRY . . .

{Rust, black para, etc.)

leaf

TOMATO
{Rot, blight, flea beetle.)

When buds are swelling,
Bordeaux.

When third leaf expands,
Bordeaux.

Insect powder 1 lb. to 2
lbs. of plaster or cheap flour
dusted into the head.

Spray in seed bed with
Bordeaux every two weeks.

As buds are breaking, Bor
deaux; when aphis appear,
kerosene and water.

At first uppearance o(
worms, hellebore. Thor
ough application in water.

In spring when buds swell
Bordeaux.

When first leaves appear
Bordeaux.

As the buds swell. Bor-
deaux. Arsenate of lead for
plum curculio.

As buds are swelling, Bor-
deaux.

When buds are swelling,
Bordeaux.

When blossom buds ap-
pear, Bordeaux.

Before buds • break, Bor-
deaux.

As soon as growth begins,
with Bor<le.'>ux and Paris
green. Dip plants in Bor-
deaux before setting.

Soon after planting use
Bordeaux.

SECOND APPLICATION.

POTATO Spray with Paris green
{Flea beetle, Colorado beetle nn(\ Bordeaux when about

blight and rot.) one-half grown.

If canker-worm and plum
curculio are abundant just
before blossoms open, Bor-
deaux and Paris green.

10 days later, Bordeaux.

7-10 days later, repeat.

Dip plants in Bordeaux
before planting.

When fruit has set, Bor-
deaux. If slugs appear,
dust leaves with air slacked
lime or hellebore. Try
arsenate of lead for plum
curculio.

10 days later, hellebore.
Bordeaux.

Just before flowers un-
fold, Bordeaux and Paris
green.

10-14 days, repeat first.

When fruit has set, Bor-
deaux. Arsenate of lead,
for curculio.

Just before blossoms
open, Borileaux. Kerosene
and water when leaves
open for psylla.

When blossoms have
fallen, Bordeaux and Pans
green. Begin to jar trees
for curculio.

When fruit has set, Bor-
deaux.

Bordeaux, just before the
blossoms open.

When first blossoms open
spray both young and old
plantation. Bordeaux and
Paris green.

Repeat as soon as fruit is
formed. Fruit can be wiped,
if disfigured by Bordeaux.

Repeat before insects be-
come too numerous.

Paris green cannot be used on foliage of cherry, peach or Japanese plum without
injury.

fBlack knots on plums or cherries should be cut and burned as soon as discovered..



THIRD APPLICATION.

When blossoms have
fallen, Bordeaux and Paris
green.

14 days later, Bordeaux.

7-10 days later, repeat.

Use Bordeaux until bank-
ing begins^-.

10-14 days if rot appears,
Bortleaux. Arsenate of lead
for plum curculio.

If worms persist, helle-
bore.

When fruit has set, Bor
deaux and Paris green.

10-14 days, repeat first.

Wlien fruit is one-half
grown, Bordeaux.

After blossoms have fal-

len, Bordeaux and Paris
green. If necessary, kero-
sene and water.

10-14 days later, Bordeaux.
Paris green cannot l>e safely
used on Japanese varieties.

10-20 days later, Bordeaux.

(Orange or red rust is

treated best by destro5'ing
the plants attacked in its

early stages.)

Spray new plantation
Bordeaux.

Repeat first when neces-
sary.

Repeat for blight, rot and
insects as potatoes ap-
proach maturity.

FOURTH APPLICATION.

8-l'2 days later, Bordeaux
and Paris green.

14 days later, Bordeaux.

Repeat in 10-14 days if

necessary.

Freedom from disease de-
pends largely ii pon good cul-
tivation and an abundance
of plant food in the soil.

10-14 days later, weak
solution of copper sulfate.

2 to 4 weeks later, if any
disease appears, weak solu-
tion of copper sulfate.

t

2 to 4 weeks later, Bor-
deaux.

10-14 days repeat first.

t5-7 days later, weak solu
lion of copper sulfate.

8-12 days
third.

later, repeat

10-20 days later, Bordeaux

10-20 days later, Bordeaux

Spray after fruit is gath
ered with Bordeaux.

Repeat third if weather
is moist.

fTry weak solution of
copper sulfate.

FIFTH APPLICATION.

10-14 days later, Bordeaux.
Use dilute copper sulfate

solution in Sept. if season
is wet for scab.

Spraying with Bordeaux
after the iiods are one-half
grown will injure them for
market.

Repeat after every rain
when fruit begins to color.

After fruit is gathered,
Bordeaux.

Weak solution of copper
sulfate.

5-7 days later, repeat.

10-14 days later,weak solu-
tion of copper sulfate.

10-20 days later, weak so-
lution of copper sulfate.

10 20 days later, copper
sulfate solution as fruit is

ripening.

10-20 days later, repeat.

*For aphides or plant lice, kerosene and water applied in fine mist only in bright
drying weather.

flf a pailful of lime wash, well strained, be a(bled to each barrel full of copper solu-
tion—4 ounces to oO gallons—delicate foliage like that of the peach, etc., will not
be injured.
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THE GRASS THRIPS.

Anai:)hotlirips striata (Osb.).

H. T. FERNALD, PH. D. AND W. E. HINDS, B. S.

The grass thrips is so small an insect that it is generally overlooked

by the farmer. Nevertheless it does much damage to the grass crop

in Massachusetts, sucking the juices from the stalks and causing

the trouble commonly known as " silver top."

Studies upon this insect, the damage it causes, and the best

methods for controlling it, have been carried on for some time at the

Massachusetts Agricultural College by Mr. W. E. Hinds, B. S., the

scientific and practical results of which have already been published.

To present that portion of these results which is of practical value

to the agricultural interests of the State, in a form available for

direct use is the object of this Bulletin.

HISTORY.

"In 1875, Prof. J. 11. Comstock, in his ' Syllabus of a Course of

Lectures,' mentioned a species of thrips which was doing very great

damage to timothy and June grass by working in the upper joints.

To this insect, of which he had seen onl}' the larvpe at that time, he

gSiS'Q, i\x^ xi?ixae Limothrips iwaphacpis ; but he published no descrip-

tion of it previous to the appearance of his ' Introduction to I>nto-

mology,' in 1888.

" Five years before this latter date, Prof. Herbert Osborn pub-

lished, in the ' Canadian Entomologist ', Vol. XV., page 155, the

description of a species of thrips, under the name of Thnps striata.

The description was made from a single specimen, and the food

plant was unknown to Prof. Osborn ; but tlie published description

agreed so closely with the ' grass thrips ' that the two were sus-



pected to be identical. Not knowing whether Limothrips poaphagtis

Comst. and Tlirips striata Osb. were positively synonymous, I sent

some of my specimens to the Division of Eintomology at Washing-

ton for determination, where they were referred to Mr. Theo. I'er-

gande, one of the highest authorities on this group of insects, who
expressed the opinion that the specimens were identical with Thnps
striata Osb., and placed them in the genus Ano2)liothrips Uzel.

"For the purpose of making a comparative study of the material

before me with the types of Professors Comstock and Osborn, Pro-

fessor Fernald obtained the loan of these types, and I find upon

making the comparison that Liviothrij^s p)oaphagris Comst., Thrips

striata Osb., and the species which I have found in such abundance

here in Amherst and upon which I have made the studies given in

this paper, are identical ; and, as the species was first described by

Osborn, his name should hold, and this insect be known by the scien-

tific name of Ana2)hothrips striata (Osb.).

" Since Professor Comstock's first mention of the injury done by

this species of thrips to June grass and timothy, several economic

entomologists have referred to the most conspicuous effects of its

work, the dead tops of these grasses, as ' silver-top ' or ' white-top.'

Many have questioned the agency of thrips in producing this injurj^,

and have ascribed it to some other suctorial insect ; but the majority

of writers were inclined to credit thrips with a part, if not all, of

this damage. As they had no means of identifying the little pest,

they have usually referred to it as the ' grass thrips.' This name

has been very generally used for this species, but not for any other

so far as I can learn, and I have therefore adopted it as the common
name."

LIFE HISTORY.

The adults (Figs. 3 and 4) pass the winter at the bases of the

grass stems just above the ground. In the spring as soon as the

weather is sufficiently warm to start the grass, they become active

and begin to deposit eggs, continuing to do this for from four to six

weeks. The eggs are deposited in the tissues of the fresh and ten-

der parts of the leaf, and one female may lay quite a number, indi-

viduals kept in confinement averaging from fifty to sixty, each. The

process of egg-laying is as follows : The female arches her body so

as to bring its weight to bear upon the slender ovipositor which is



attached to the underside of the body close to its hinder end. The
ovipositor is then slowly worked down through the surface of the

leaf into its substance, the body being gradually lowered during this

process, though otherwise the insect appears to be perfectly quiet.

Then, by successive contractions, the egg is pushed back under the

surface of the leaf. The complete operation requires abouta minute

and a half, after which the female usually moves off a short distance

and begins feeding. Occasionally the ovipositor becomes so firmly

wedged"in the leaf as to hold its possessor prisoner for some time,

frequently until death results. The length of time between egg-

laying and hatching appears to vary somewhat according to the

weather. Eggs laid in early spring hatch in from ten to fifteen days,

but during the summer much less time is required.

When the egg hatches, the youug thrips which somewhat resembles

Figure 1, works its way up out of the leaf till it is nearly free, where

it remains until its body has sufficiently dried, wheu it pulls itself

entirely out and soon begins feeding. When full grown it is about

four times as long as when it left the egg, and has now the appear-

ance shown in Figure 1

.

The full grown larvie or young, now seek for some protected place

in which to pass through the next stage of life—the pupa. Some-
times the place selected is between the stem of the grass and an

upper leaf sheath, but usually it is in similar places at the base of

the stem near the ground. Here they move about but little, doing

no feeding, and assume the form represented in Figure 2. In this

condition they remain for a few days, at the end of which time, the

outer covering is thrown off and the adult insect appears (Figs. 3

and 4.)

The adult insects.are of two kinds viz. those with wings (Fig 4),

and those without (Fig. 3). Over 90% of those of this first spring

generation are winged, and are thus able to fly and infest new fields.

They appear early in May and at once begin laying eggs for another

generation, which passes through the same stages from egg to adult

as the first brood, the history of which has just been out-

lined, except tliat less time to produce a generation is required as

the weather grows warmer. During the season therefore, there is

time for eight or nine generations to complete their life histories,

each year. As fall approaches, however, fewer winged adults appear,

more wingless ones being produced, until in October only about 2%
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are winged. Egg-laying by the last generation of adults may
continue until snow comes, but only the adults appear to be able to

survive the winter.

INJURIES.

The amount of injury done by these minute insects is little appre-

ciated on account of their small size, but what they lack in this

regard is made up by their numbers. Calculating the number of eggs

laid by each adult at 50 and allowing each of these on becoming

adult to lay 50 more (no males having thus far been discovered, and

the probability being that they are rare, if they exist at all) and con-

tinuing this rate of increase for the eight generations usual in an

ordinary season, we have the astonishing number 781,250,000,000,

as the number of descendents in the eighth generation from one

insect, while during the single summer which it requires to produce

eight generations, not only these, but also all the members of the

intervening generations (797,193,877,550 in all) have during a por-

tion of their lives been sucking the juices from the grasses of our

fields. It should not be forgotten, however, that many individuals

fail to reach maturity, thus reducing this estimate. It has also been

noted that while the increase appears to be extremely rapid during

the early summer months, the heavy showers of midsummer appear

to destroy many of the insects.

FEEDING HABITS.

"The adults of this species feed entirely upon the leaves and exter-

nal parts of the grass. They are very seldom found within the

sheath of a leaf, but frequently congregate in numbers within the

terminal leaf before it has fully unrolled. They select the fresh

tender parts of the grass, and consequently their work is most

apparent upon the upper leaves. The mouth parts are used to

pierce the surface of the leaf and the wall of a cell below. As soon

as the juices contained in this cell have been extracted, the piercing

mouth parts are withdrawn and another cell is punctured, the empty

cells presenting a shrunken, whitish appearance. The insects usu-

ally feed lengthwise of the leaves, their path being marked by whit-

ish streaks in the tissue of the leaf and by dots of dark excrementi-

tious matter.



"The 3'oung seek a more protected place in which to feed, and

may be found in large numbers within nearly every sheath of June

grass during the latter part of May and through June. A favorite

haunt is in the head, just as it is making its appearance. The

minute young work their way down inside the sheath, and some of

them, reaching a node where they must stop, continue to feed upon

the juices from the very tender stem within until shortly before they

enter the pupal stage. The young may be found within any sheath
;

but it isTllmost always those that enter the top sheath which cause

the ' silver-top,' as these directly cut off the supply of sap to the

head. Examination of affected stems shows that at a point just

above the upper node the stem has been sucked dry for about half

an inch of its length (Fig. 6)."

FOOD PLANTS.

"This minute pest attacks a number of species of grass, but by far

the greatest damage is done to June grass (Figs. 5 and 6), few

fields of this escaping more or less serious injury. After the first of

July, by which time June grass has usually matured, the insect

changes to some later species, as timothy when this is present.

They may be found in abundance upon barn-yard grass from mid-

summer till late in the fall. About the middle of July, 1S98, 1 found

them quite common upon a field of young corn which was nearly

surrounded by grass land, but later in the season they could not be

found upon the corn. Many other grasses show unmistakable-traces

of the work of thrips by their whitened heads, and a list of these,

with the percentage of 'silver-top,' estimated on June 29, 1898, is

given below ; but I cannot positively connect this species with all

the injury.

" The percentages given were obtained by counting the injured and

uninjured heads upon a small area on which the damage appeared to

be of average severity. Slight traces of 'silver-top' are indicated

by a dash in the column of percentage."

Fowl-meadow grass, Poa serotina, 30

Poa nemoralis, 80

Wire-grass, Poa compressa, 40

Poa arachnifera^ 20

Poa Fletcheri, 10

Poa aquatica. 35
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Blue grass, June grass,

Eougbish meadow-grass,

White bent-grass,

Brown bent-grass.

Red Top,

Field Fescue,

Meadow Fescue,

Sheep's Fescue,

Barnyard grass.

Common Crab or Finger-grass,

Timothy,

Chess,

Oat grass,

Rye-grass,

Poa pratensis,



them additional vigor, and harvesting as early as possible. The

June grass should either be cut as soon as the heads begin to turn

white, or be fed green.

" So far as I can learn, the seed of this grass is sold only in lawn

mixtures, and is not used for field seeding. The June grass comes

in gradually, as the stouter-growing species usually sown run out.

Attacks are most severe on fields that have been seeded for several

years and have become partially exhausted. This suggests plough-

ing deeply, and planting for at least one year with some cultivated

crop before reseeding."

TREATMENT FOR THRIPS IN GREEN-
HOUSES.

During the past few years attention has been called several times

to the severe injury caused by thrips to hothouse cucumbers.

This is a different species from that described on grass though

the two are quite similar in color and general appearance. Reports

of the injury to cucumbers show that this insect is widely distributed

over the state and is becoming of considerable economic importance.

"While the main points of its life histor}' are quite similar to those of

the grass thrips already described in this bulletin, the methods to be

used in its control must, of course, be very different. In order to

find some substance which may be used for the successful treatment

of this pest, experiments have been carried on with it, with the kind

permission and assistance of Dr. G. E. Stone, iu the greenhouses of

the Hatch Experiment Station. A record of these experiments with

the results obtained is given herewith.
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SUMMARY.

As thrips take their food by suction, stomach poisons are not

available, and contact poisons and fumigation are the only methods

of value.

Spraying with contact poisons, however, is only a partial success

at best, as many of the insects escape, being protected by the leaf

veins, spines, and grooves of the stem of the plant. Dipping the

whole plant into the poison, as was the case with experiments 3 and

4, would avoid this difficulty, but as this is only possible in the case

of potted plants, fumigation appears to be the most successful

method of dealing with these insects in greenhouses.

Of the materials tried in fumigation—Rose-leaf Tobacco Extract,

Carbon disulphide, Nikoteeu Aphis Punk, Nikoteen and Hydrocy-

anic acid gas—the carbon disulphide fumes were so heavy that they

settled to the bottom of the case, leaving the insects on the upper

parts of the plant uninjured, while if a sufficient quantity of fumes

should be produced to fill the greenhouse, it is probable that in the

lower parts they would necessarily be so dense as to kill the plants.

Nikoteen Aphis Punk proved ineffective for thrips though strong

enough to destroy plant lice.

Rose-leaf Tobacco Extract, though a success in killing the thrips,

as shown by experiments 14 and 15, is more expensive for the work

than Nikoteen, which when vaporized in the proportions given in

experiments 21, 22 and 23 gave about the best results of anything

tried, though the results from Hydrocyanic acid gas were also suc-

cessful. If the extremely dangerous character of this gas and also

the fact that in some cases the plants were injured by it, be taken

into account, however, the Nikoteeu appears to have been the most

successful substance for fumigation, used in these experiments.

The Nikoteen used was manufactured by the Scabcura Dip Co. of

Chicago.



Plate and Explanation.



Explanation of Plate.

Fig. 1. Full-grown larva. ^-^

Fig. 2. Pupa, cl?

Fig. 3. Wingless adult female. ^-^

Fig. 4. Winged adult female,
^-f'

Fig. 5. Head of Kentucky blue-grass normally developed^.

Fig. 6. Head of Kentucky blue-grass arrested in its growth by the

attack of the grass thrips, also showing the shrivelled

condition of the stem just above the upper node. \

Explanation of the Lettering of Figures in the Plate.

Ant. Antenna.

Bl. Bladder terminating the tarsus.

Bs. Base of stem of Kentucky blue-grass, taken from just above

the upper node, injured by thrips.

CE. Compound eye.

FL. Fore leg.

FWp. Fore wing pad.

H. Head.

HL. Hind leg.

HWp. Hind wing pad.

L. Ligule.

ML.
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HATCH EXFERmXENT STATION'
OF THB

Massachtisetts Agricultural College,

AMHERST, MASS.

By act of the General Court, the Hatch Experiment Station and

the State Experiment Station have been consolidated under the name
of the Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural

College. Several new divisions have been created and the scope of

others has been enlarged. To the horticultural, has been added the

duty of testing varieties of vegetables and seeds. The chemical has

been divided, and a new division, " Foods and Feeding," has been

established. The botanical, including plant pliysiology and disease,

has been restored after temporary suspension.

The officers are :

—

FIknry H. Goodkll, LL. D.,

William P. Brooks, Pii. D.,

Gkorgb E. Stonk, Ph. 1).,

Charles A. Goessmann, Ph. I).

Joseph B. Lindsey, Ph. D.,

Charles II. Fernald, Ph. I).,

Samuel T. Matnard, B. Sc,

J. E. Ostrander, C. E.,

Henky T. Fernald, Ph. 1).,

Henry M. Thomson, B. Sc,
Ralph E. Smith, B. Sc,
Henri D. Haskins, B. Sc,
Samuel W. Wiley, B. Sc,
Louis E. Goessmann,
Edward B. Holland, M. Sc,
Frederick W. Mobsman, B. Sc
Benjamin K. Jones, B. Sc,
Philip II. Smith, B. Sc,
George A. Drew, B. Sc.

Arthur C. Monahan,

Director.

Agriculturist.

Botanist.

LL. D., Chemist (Fertilizers).

Chemist (Foods and Feeding)

.

Eiitomoloffist.

Horticulturist.

Meteorologist.

Associate Entomologist.

Assistant Agriculturist.

Assistant Botanist.

Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

Assistant Chemist (Fertilizers).

Assistant Chemist (Fertilize)"?.).

First Chemist(Fooda and Feeding)

.

Ass't Chemist(Foo(\s &u(\ Feeding).

Ass't Chemist(Fon(\> and Feeding).

Assistatit in Foods and Feeding.

Assistant Horticulturist.

Assistant Horticulturist.

Observer.

The co-operation and assistance of farmers, fruit-growers, hoili-

culturists, and all interested, directly or indirectly, in agriculture,

»re earnestly requested. Communications may be addressed to the

Hatch Experiment Station, Amherst, Mass.



DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY.

C. A. GOESSMANN.

I.

ANALYSES OF COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS AND MANU-

RIAL SUBSTANCES SENT ON FOR EXAMINATION.

WOOD ASHES.

678-682. I.



688-692. I- Received from North Amherst, Mass.

IT. Received from Boston, Mass.

III. Received from Sunderland, Mass.

IV. Received from Concord, Mass.

V. Received from Northfield, Mass.

Moisture at 100° C.

Potassium oxide,

Phosphoric acid,

Calcium oxide,

Insoluble matter.
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TRADE VALUES

OF FERTILIZING INGREDIENTS IN RAAV MATERIALS

AND CHEMICALS.

1900.

Cents per pound.

Nitrogen in ammonia salts, 17.0

" nitrates, ' 13.5

Organic nitrogen in dry and fine ground fish, meat, blood,

and in high-grade mixed fertilizers, 15. .0

" " " fine bone and tankage, 15.5

" " " medium bone and tankage, 11.0

Phosphoric acid soluble in water, 4.5

" " soluble in ammonium citrate, 4.0

" " in fine ground fish, bone and tankage, 4.0

" " in cottonseed meal, castor pomace

and wood ashes, 4.0

" " in coarse fish, bone and tankage, 3.0

" " insoluble (in water and in am. cit.)

in mixed fertilizers, 2.0

Potash as Sulphate, free from Chlorides, 5.0

" " Muriate, 4.25

The market value of low priced materials used for manurial pur-

poses, as salt, wood ashes, various kinds of lime, barnyard manure,

factory refuse and waste materials of different description, quite

fiequently does not stand in close relation to the current market

value of the amount of essential articles of plant food they contain.

Their cost varies in different localities. Local facilities for cheap

transportation and more or less advantageous mechanical conditions

for a speedy action, exert as a rule, a decided influence on their

selling price.

The market cost of the different essential elements of plant food,

with the exception of the nitrogen compounds, compares favorably

with the prices of the same ingredients for the year 1899. Nitrogen

compounds show a material increase in cost as compared with the

previous year.
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DIVISION OF BOTANY.

G. E. Stone and R. E. Smith.

The Rottino- of Greenhouse Lettuce.

For the past five years this Division has been carrying on contin-

uous investigations upon the growth of greenhouse lettuce, with par-

ticular reference to the troubles or diseases with which the growers

of this crop have to contend. Frequent reference has been made to

this work in our annual reports, but no systematic account and no

definite results or conclusions have yet been given. The problem

has proved to be of so complicated a nature as the investigation

proceeded that it has been impossible to arrive at fixed conclusions

except by observation and experiment on a large number of

crops, together with a considerable amount of laboratory work.

For this purpose seven crops of lettuce have been, grown

in our own house, each comprising experiments which have sug-

gested themselves from time to time. Besides this we have been in

communication with several of the largest lettuce growers in the

State, visiting their establishments and exchanging suggestions with

them, and by this means much valuable information has been

obtained. The experiments of the past winter have brought the

work to such a point of completeness that we now feel able to pub-

hsh our observations and conclusions in definite form.

It is not the intention of the present bulletin to present the

technical side of these investigations, although much of the work

has been of that nature. One of the writers has already published

(Botanical Gazette 29: 369. June, 1900.) an extended article on this

subject, to which reference may be made by those wishing a more

detailed account of that portion of the work which deals with the



life-history and relations of the fungi under consideration. The

results of this study have shed much new light upon the subject,

showing especially the existence and common occurrence of a very

destructive disease which we designate here as the " Drop," hitherto

entirely unrecognized in lettuce. This disease has previously been

confused with another much less important one which is similar to

it in many ways, but differs radically in several very important

respects. This is the trouble caused by the attacks of Botrytis.

We have shown that the more destructive disease is caused by a

fungus entirely distinct from that to which the disease has been

generally ascribed and the life-history of which in the greenhouse

we have been able to trace out very completely. Another disease

of lettuce has also been found which has not previously been

described. This is caused by a species of Rhizoctonia, the devel-

opment of which has been found to be similar to that of the Drop in

many respects. Peculiarities have been found in the development

and growth of these fungi which make their control possible and

methods have been developed by which this result can be practically

and economically attained.

Lettuce Growing in Massachusetts.

It is probable that very few people outside of the district have

any idea of the extent to which lettuce is grown in greenhouses in

the vicinity of Boston. Located particularly in the towns of Arling-

ton and Belmont, this industry has seen in the past few years an

almost phenomenal development. Individual growers estimate the

space in their establishments covered by modern forcing houses in

acres, and single houses with a length of five and even six hundred

feet or more are to be seen. Greenhouse lettuce is also grown in

other parts of the Commonwealth and the industry is increasing

near all the larger cities and towns, but no other portion of the

State and very few in the entire country can compare with the

Boston district, where a large part of the lettuce for the markets of

New England, as well as New York city and beyond, is grown. No
better example can be found of a highly specialized agricultural

industry. From the time when the first crop is matured in early

winter until (according to the general practice) cucumbers or toma-

toes are put into the houses in the spring, lettuce is turned out very



nearly as regularly and methodically as are the products of the mill

or factory and handled by equally business-like methods.

Lettuce as a Crop.

Lettuce is not an easy crop to grow under glass successfully and

profitably. This is true for two reasons, one from the nature of the

marketable product, the other on account of the peculiarities of the

plant itself. Cucumbers and tomatoes may be gathered, to some

extent at least, from plants poorly grown, more or less diseased, or

in other ways not well developed. This will of course cause a loss,

but not a total loss, in the product. But with lettuce the case is dif-

ferent. Here the whole plant is marketed and forms the edible por-

tion. Consequently it must be well grown, sound, perfect, and of

good size and texture, or, in competition with the large amount of

lettuce of the best quality which is almost always on the market, the

small margin of profit which even the best goods bring will fail to be

realized. This, therefore, is one reason why it is not easy to grow

lettuce on a large scale with profit. Furthermore, there is no crop

grown under glass so easily influenced by unfavorable conditions or

improper handling. This applies particularly to temperature and

moisture, conditions toward which this plant is vitally sensitive.

With this combination of circumstances, a most sensitive plant to

handle and a perfect product demanded, it is to be expected

that much failure would occur. Even the best growers have

trouble with their crops, sometimes experiencing severe loss, and

the fact that they reach the success they usually do shows their

great practical knowledge of the plant and its growth. In fact it

may be said that the lettuce growers of the Boston district, with

a few others in various parts of the state, cultivate this crop with

a degree of skill and success unequalled by any other class of veg-

etable growers, and represent to-day the most successful, the most

skillful, and above all the most business-like, up-to-date, and

thoroughly wide awake agriculturists of the State.

THE TROUBLES OR DISEASES WHICH AFFECT GREEN-

HOUSE LETTUCE.
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It has just been said that lettuce is a plant very sensitive to

improper conditions and treatment. The effects of such circum-

stances may be simply a poor development, but often more serious

results occur and the plant falls a prey to disease which brings

about its destruction. The diseases of lettuce have not been well

understood. A number have begn described and practical growers

distinguish several different forms, but very little definite knowledge

of the subject exists. The worst troubles with which Massachusetts

growers have to contend may be classed in general as rotting of the

crop, in various forms and at various stages of the growth of the

plant. That is, the plant is spoiled by a part or all of it decaying

before it reaches maturity. This may or may not kill the plant,

but in any event it is almost always spoiled for market. The nature

of the trouble of this sort varies a good deal in different cases and

many growers distinguish several forms of rotting by distinctive

names. It is generally believed and undoubtedly demonstrated in a

practical way that much of this rotting can be controlled by the



handling of the crop, but in general it is a fact that the whole sub-

ject of the cause and prevention of the rotting of greenhouse lettuce

is not at all understood, either by practical growers or vegetable

pathologists. Various diseases of lettuce other than rotting are

known, but they are seldom or never troublesome to experienced

growers in this section. The most trouble is caused by certain

forms of rotting, which may now be described.

"Damping Off" or Rotting of Seedlings.

All lettuce growers and gardeners generally are familiar with the

dying of seedlings, prickers, and cuttings by what is known as

" Damping Off." This is not often destructive to lettuce, owing to

the low temperature at which the plants are grown, although in

almost any lot of seedlings some affected plants may be found.

Damping is favored by excessive moisture, high temperature, and

stagnant air ; i. e. poor ventilation, and affects especially plants

which are very close together. All good lettuce growers understand

this and guard against the trouble by avoiding these conditions.

Affected seedlings rot off in the stem and soon wither away. The
cause of this disease is not very definite, as the same effect is pro-

duced by several different fungi, which get a start in the stem of the

plant, and, growing there, cause it to rot. One fungus which often

causes it is the common dusty gray mould which is seen in any

greenhouse upon dead flowers, leaves, etc., and this is of particular

importance, not from the injury which it causes by Damping but

from its further relation to the lettuce plant. This mould, which is

called Botrytis, may usually be seen on some of the plants in a lot

of lettuce seedlings, covering the decaying, withered remains with a

gray, dusty growth, or not rarely it appears only on leaves, either

dead or living, while the plant is still alive. (See Fig. i.) The
death of the plant is brought

about by the fine, thread-

like branches of the fungus

which grow all through the

stem and completely demor-

alize its tissues. When it

gets on to the leaves they

_ ^ , , , , ,
are killed in the same way.

Fig. I. Growth of Botrytis,considerablyenlarged,
.

''

showing the upright branches bearing the spores. but it may nOt spread tO
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the stem or not until later. The gray, dusty growth appearing

on the surface is composed of the minute spores of the

fungus, which, when the growth is disturbed, may be seen

flying off in a fine cloud of dust. These are carried about

in currents of air and serve to reproduce and spread the

fungus. The spores fall upon the young plants and mostly do no

damage. Here and there, however, finding a dead leaf to grow on

or favorable atmospheric conditions, they get a start and produce

damping off.

Rotting of Plants Soon After Setting Out.

When the plants are put out into the bed there are pretty sure to

be some among them which have lost a leaf or two by the Botrytis,

and often a small black spot may be seen on the stem, just at the

crown, where the leaf rotted off. In this scar more or less of the

fungus is usually present in a dormant condition. It may or may
not become active again according to circumstances.

The relations of Botrytis to the lettuce crop after it is put out in

the bed depend almost entirely upon the handling of the house. If

the crop is carried through in good shape, properly heated and ven-

tilated, loss from this cause is not often extensive. A few plants

almost always die from this cause immediately after being set out.

These are mostly weak plants which fail to get a start, wilt down

and dry away. The stem is almost always consumed by a dry rot,

the interior turning a yellowish-brown color, and the gray dusty

Botrytis mould appearing on the surface. This, as just said, occurs

mostly inmiediately after the plants are set out in the bed. It is

caused either by Botrytis, which came on the plants from the flats,

getting a fresh start by the check to the plant in transplanting, or it

may come directly from spores in the air which are not able to attack

vigorous plants but pick out the weakest ones. This is simply a

case of belated Damping Off. Its abundance depends entirely upon

the condition of the plants set out and the management of the house,

but a few plants go off in' this way in almost every crop. These

may be, and usually are, replaced by other plants which, if vigorous,

are not affected by the fate of their predecessors.



Dying of the Lower Leaves and " Black Root."

Beyond this, as the plants go on toward maturity, some plants are

found in almost every large house which are affected and injured,

but not always killed outright by the gray mould. In these cases

the direct effect is found in the lower, older leaves. Some of these,

often only one or two on the same side of the plant, slowly rot off

at the base. The stem and fleshy raid-rib of the leaf rots out, the

green blade withers away, and along on the rotten part the gray,

dustyaiiould appears, which, if the leaves mat down close together,

may spread all over the leaf. By this rotting off of the leaf a black

spot is left on the side of the stem, and where several go off close

together the whole side of the stem, just at the surface of the soil,

looks black and rotten. It does not, however, in typical cases of

this sort, rot deep into the stem, but simply at the surface. This

loss of the lower leaves and slight decay of one side of the stem is

not without its effect upon the head and inner leaves of the plant.

No fungus or rotting appears in these, but the head does not fill up

properly and the inner leaves remain slender and straight, standing

out separate from one another in something of a rosette. This

trouble is well known to the growers and is called by them " Black

Root." In some houses it is quite abundant. Plants are affected

in all degrees and many are marketed which show the trouble to

some extent, but they are of poor quality, being imperfectly headed

and rendered unattractive in appearance by the black, decayed look

of the stem. The loss of the lower leaves is directly reaponsible

for this trouble and there can be no remedv save a handling of the

crop which will keep the outer leaves growing and prevent their

rotting off. This is accomplished by the best growers, in whose

houses the loss from this source is reduced to a minimum. Black

Root is especially abundant in crops where the outer leaves died off

in transplanting, thus checking the plants and giving the fungus

a foot-hold. The ability to carry the plants through this stage with-

out a setback is the chief requisite for preventing this disease.

Rotting of the Stem of Mature Plants.

In the report of the Massachusetts Experiment Station for 1891

Dr. Humphrey described a disease of greenhouse lettuce in part as

follows :
'' The trouble ordinarily appears first upon the stem of the
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plant about at the surface of the soil. Here may be seen at first a

soft, dark, decayed spot, which rapidly spreads, penetrating the stem

and involving next the bases of the lower leaves. The latter, being

thus cut off from the plant by the decay of their bases usually dry

up. With the further progress of the decay the centre of the head,

with the tender inner leaves, becomes attacked, and soon collapses

into a fetid, slimy mass. In the decaying tissue one can often

recognize fungous threads ; and, if they are left undisturbed, there

appear on the decayed remains the fruiting threads and spores of a

fungus, always the same.—The fungus in question is one of the

imperfect forms known asBotrytisor Polyactis.—In its development,

so far as observed, and in the details of its structure, this fungus

appears to agree with the form known as Botrytis (^Polyactis) vulgaris

Fr., and is with little doubt the conidial stage of some sclerotium

producing Peziza (Sclerotinia)."

Humphrey seems to have been the first to describe a disease of

this sort on lettuce. The above quotation describes in a general

way the most destructive and troublesome form of rotting of lettuce

which confronts the growers at the present time. It is the disease

known by them as the " Drop " or " Rot " and is common enough

everywhere. In its typical form it is characterized by a rotting of

the stem at the surface of the ground and consequent collapse of the

plant, but it is quite evident that some writers have ascribed to

Botrytis on the authority of Humphrey, forms of rotting quite differ-

ent from that which he describes. Probably in most cases the gray

mould was found upon the affected plants, but the exact nature of

most of this trouble has not been closely investigated. Whether

Botrytis is always the cause of the rotting or to what extent it causes

it and what other organisms are concerned is one of the problems

which the present work attempts to solve. The attention of the

writers was first called especially to this subject in the winter of

1895, when a lettuce grower from the Boston district brought dis-

eased plants to the Station to find if possible a remedy for what was

causing great loss to himself and others. These plants agreed well

with Humphrey's description. The stem and leaf bases were rotten,

thus causing the plant to collapse. The gray mould appeared pro-

fusely upon the affected parts and examination showed that the

rotten part of the tissue was full of this fungus. Soon after another

lot of diseased plants was received from the same locality. These
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seemed to have the same disease, but with this difference, that the

gray mould did not appear upon the surface as before. The affected

tissue was full of a fungus, which grew on the surface as a white,

cottony growth, with no sign of the gray, dusty appearance of

Botrytis. Many more lettuce plants from different places and show-

ing a similar disease were then examined and it was found that the

same, difference continually appeared. In some the gray Botrytis

manifested itself at once, seeming to leave no doubt that it was the

cause _of the disease, in others where the trouble appeared to be the

same the white mould and no Botrytis appeared. This disease is

known by the Boston growers as the " Drop ". It is also called the

" Rot " by some. It has been mentioned in several bulletins as

caused by Botrytis and all recommendations for its treatment have

been based on this idea. Our study of the subject, however, has

shown that this is not the case at all in the most destructive form of

the disease, but that the terms Drop, Rot, and Botrytis Disease, have

in reality included several distinct troubles. These may now be

described in detail.

The Botrytis Rot of Mature Plants.

The disease described by Humphrey was without doubt a more

destructive development of the Black Root, which often occurs. In

this case the trouble starts as before with a rotting of the outer

leaves at the base by the Botrytis mould, which works down into the

stem and causes a black spot at the surface of the ground.* In the

regular Black Root it stops here so far as the stem is concerned.

But under certain circumstances of management, of which the most

active are high temperature with lack of ventilation, high night tem-

perature, (which is the worst), and excessive moisture, the fungus

does not stop on reaching the stem, but is able to keep on down into

it, sending its branches all through it, and producing a general rot-

ting and death throughout. When this occurs, the plant, of course,

is cut off from the roots and collapses and dies. This does not

usually occur with great rapidity, but commonly the outer leaves go

tirst, drooping down upon the ground with their bases covered with

a gray, dusty growth of Botrytis. In this way all the larger, loose

leaves go down flat on the ground while the solid head at the centre

remains erect, perhaps for some time, or even after the plant is com-
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pletely dead, thus giving a very characteristic appearance. (See fig.

2.) Meantime the mould spreads all over the plant if it is moist, and

the interior tissue is found to be completely riddled with it. This

trouble passes in most cases for the Drop, though it is not that dis-

ease in its most characteristic and destructive form, but, as regards

cause, something quite distinct and of an entirely different nature,

though the effect is very similar. It can be distinguished in many
cases by the peculiar form of affected plants, and almost always by

the gray, dusty gro\Vth of Botrytis which appears on them. It has

no relation whatever to the soil and can be handled only by running

the house skillfully in respect to temperature, moisture, and ventila-

tion. This is probably the disease which is referred to by Jones,

Galloway, Bailey, Selby, Kinney, and Garman, though it has doubt-

less been confused more or less with the true Drop wliich we shall

presently describe. In its true form it does not often trouble exper-

ienced growers to any great extent as they keep it down by skillful

management; still, taking green-house lettuce everywhere, it is very

common, and aft'ords by its occurrence or absence a pretty good

indication as to the way the crop is being handled, although this test

is not infallible as the disease occasionally gets in, even with the

best growers.

Botrytis on the Leaves of Mature Plants.

Besides the somewhat characteristic cases which have been

described, the Botrytis mould often occurs on lettuce, in the head or

in the leaves, more or less spoiling it. (See Fig 3.) This often

follows the diseases described, or occurs on poor, weak, or old

plants. Sometimes it gets down ' into the head, rotting it out com-

pletely. In such cases it is usually called "Mildew." This should

not and does not occur in well handled crops, except in connection

with other more destructive diseases. It can usually be readily dis-

tinguished by the characteristic appearance of the fungus.

The Drop.

We are not aware that any rot disease of lettuce has ever been

described except that caused by Botrytis and a bacterial disease to

which we shall allude further on. As has already been mentioned, it

became evident very early in our investigation that Botrytis 'nilgaris
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in its ordinary form was not the cause of a large part of the trouble

known to the growers as Drop. Yet we still regarded the disease

as being caused by a peculiar form of this fungus and have so

alluded to it in our annual reports from year to year. The most

prominent difference was that in many cases of the disease the gray,

dusty growth of Botrytis spores did not appear. A mould was

abundant in and upon affected plants, but it was white in color and

bore no spores whatever, being simply a delicate, cottony mass of

fungous filaments. To the practical lettuce grower there is no

great importance in the simple fact itself whether one fungus or

another causes the rotting which carries off his crop. But in this

case, when remedies come to be considered, the question is of fund-

amental importance. Botrytis spreads in the house and lives from

season to season and crop to crop by means of its spores which

float in the air. Further it is known that this fungus can usually be

kept down by skillful handling of the crop. If, therefore, anything

else. is concerned in the trouble which may propagate differently and

perhaps differ entirely in its relation to the lettuce plant, it is of the

greatest practical importance to know just what we are dealing

with ; its habits, life history, course of development, and relation to

the crop. Without this knowledge we must work largely by chance

and in a very uncertain manner. We have therefore devoted much
attention to the clearing up of this point and feel that we can speak

with certainty in regard to it. It will not be necessary, however, to

discuss here the technical side of the subject further than' is neces-

sary to explain matters.*

There is a fungus which attacks many different kinds of plants,

called Sderotinia Libertiana. It lives mostly in the soil, usually

attacking plants just at the surface of the ground, where the stem

rots off. It has long been a question whether or not Botrytis

vulgaris has any connection with this fungus, many believing it to

be a form of it. They are similar in their effect on plants as well as

in other ways and are often found together. Humphrey described

the disease of green-house cucumbers called " Timber Rot " as

caused by Sderotinia, and finding Botrytis in the same house argued

a connection between the two. This point we have carefully

studied and found that the two forms, though closely related to each

other, which accounts for their similarities, are nevertheless entirely

distinct species, one never producing the other. With regard to

*The above mentioned article by one of the writers deals especially with tliis point.
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lettuce we find that Botrytis has no connection whatever with the

real Drop, but that it is caused by the Sclerotinia. In such cases

the disease does not usually appear until just before the crop

matures. Its effect is very similar to that of the Botrytis in similar

plants. There is this difference, however, that the plant goes off

more suddenly and collapses more completely, showing that the fun-

gus is more active. Usually but a single night elapses from the

time when slight wilting is noticed until the whole plant, head and

all, lies flat on the ground. (See Fig. 4.) The stem and bases of

the leaves are found to be full of the fungous growth, (see Fig. 5.)

which appears on the surface as a

delicate, white mould. The plant

usually rots more completely than

when attacked bv Botrvtis and soon

the mould spreads to the soil, mak-

ing a luxuriant growth upon the sur-

face and reaching out to attack neigh-

boring plants. If it reaches a leaf,

stem, or any part of a plant, it soon

spreads over and penetrates it, works

down into the stem and produces the

disease. This fungus produces no

spores as found in Botrytis. On
plants in the early stages of decay it

consists simply of a mass of fungous

threads which reproduce only by

direct growth on the plant or soil, being able to live and grow on

either. Later, however,- when the affected plant becomes dead and

dried up, there may be found on the under side- of the old remains

next the soil, very small black granules looking something like the

excrements of mice. These are called sckrotia. (See Fig. 6.)

They are simply solid masses of

the substance of the fungus,

which are not so delicate as the

mould-like growth, and hence

are better able to withstand

heat, drying, etc. Sclerotia of

larger size are sometimes pro-

duced and from these a kind

of spore is developed, (See

Fig. 7.) but it is very doubt-

FiG. 6. Mycelium and sclerotia of the
f^j jf ^his ever OCCurS in the

Drop fungus.

Fig. 5. Filaments of Sclerotinia in

lettuce stem.
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lettuce house. The sclerotia are mostly of very small

size and act simply to carry the fungus over from crop

to crop and from season to season. When first formed

they make no growth, but after a period of rest and

dryness they send out the mould-like growth which

soon finds and attacks the plants. This destructive

organism is not limited to lettuce, as we have seen pig-

weed and buckwheat in a lettuce bed killed by it, audit

is kncwn to attack many other plants. Among green-

house vegetables it causes the Timber Rot of cucum-

bers, sometimes attacks tomatoes, (though we have

grown tomatoes in an infested lettuce bed without

any trouble), and is quite often seen on water cress Ponn'of sciei-

and parsley as a dense, white mould. otium produc-

ing spores.

This disease appears to have been thus far entirely overlooked by

all who have studied lettuce troubles, yet there is no doubt that it is

causing to-day far more destruction of green-house lettuce. in Massa-

chusetts than any other. It is an active, vigorous parasite, attack-

ing and always killing every plant with which it comes in contact,

destroying strong and weak alike. The ordinary details of green-

house management have very little effect upon it and recommenda-

tions of this nature have no practical value. It is found in the

houses of ihe most skillful lettuce growers unless some special treat-

ment has been applied. On the other hand we have proved bevond

doubt that in its method of reproduction and spreading, this fungus

is strictly limited to growth in the soil, which fact being known, its

extermination in the house becomes a simple matter, the compara-

tive economy and practicability of methods being the only uncertain

question. \Mien once recognized, this disease can almost always be

distinguished from the attacks of Botrytis by ordinary observation.

By more technical methods the distinction is absolute. The pres-

ence of the dusty growth of spores almost always characterizes the

Botrytis. In the other case the white mould is seen at the base of

the plant, rotting the leaf bases and stem and spreading in a luxuri-

ant growth to the soil, which does not occur with Botrytis. Further

than this, Botrytis-affected plants usually go down more slowly, the

head remaining upright, while in the real Drop the plant collapses

completely in a day or two.
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A Rhizoctonia Disease of Lettuce.

We are somewhat at a loss for a popular name to characterize this

hitherto undescribed lettuce disease. Those few growers who recog-

nize it use the name "Mildew," which covers other things as well

and is not at all distinctive. This is not a common disease, and we

have never seen it doing any great damage except in our own house,

where crop after crop of lettuce has been grown in the same soil and

diseases of all kinds encouraged to develop as much as possible.

We have often seen a little of this disease, however, on a plant here

and there in various houses, and our own experience shows that it

can most effectually ruin a crop when well started. The trouble

appears first on the lower leaves where they lie on the ground. A
moist, brown rot sets in here which spreads through the leaf in a very

characteristic manner. The green blade rapidly rots away and dis-

appears, so that the stalk and mid-rib remain clean and sound as

though the blade had been carefully cut away or eaten by insects.

(See Fig. 8.) This distinguishes the trouble at once from the

Drop and Botrytis, in each of which the leaf stalk and mid-rib rot

first, leaving the blade to dry up. One leaf infects another at

points where they touch, so that the rotting ofteYi reaches the centre

of the head while the outer leaves are only affected in small spots,

one corresponding to another on the next leaf, by which the track

of the fungus can be traced. Delicate

threads of the fungus can be seen on

and amongst the leaves and to some

extent on the soil. It does not, how-

ever, make the profuse growth of

Botrytis or Sclerotinia. In the centre

of the head the rotting becomes general

and the tender, inner leaves resolve into

a slimy, black mass. In many cases the

rotting does not reach this point, but the

outer leaves keep drying off one after

the other. This has an effect similar to

that of the Black Root ; but even more

marked. No head is formed, but F'fi- 9- Filaments of Rhizoctonia.

the inner leaves remain straight and

slender, forming a loose rosette. (See Fig. lo.) This is quite



Fig. 2. Nearly mature lettuce plant attected by Botrytis rot in the stem.

Fig. 3. Mature lettuce plant with l!(itr\tis (iii Iciwer leaves.





Fig. 4. Lettuce plant attacked by Drop.

Fig. S. Lettuce leaves affected by Rhizoctoiiia.

Fig. 10. Lettuce plant showing characteristic rosette foini caused by Khizoctonia.
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characteristic to one familiar with the disease, but much more so

is the peculiar, clean cut rotting away of the blades of the outer

leaves, leaving a sound, bare stalk. The cause of this is a fungus

whose full development is not well understood. It is a species

of Rhizoctonia. We have found that in the lettuce house it lives

entirely in the soil, producing no spores, and is entirely similar

to the real Drop (Sclerotinia) in regard to its susceptibility to

treatment.

-r* Bacterial Diseases of Lettuce.

References are not uncommon to diseases of lettuce caused by

bacteria, but in this section no clearly defined trouble of this sort is

at all prevalent. We have found occasionally on weak, poorly

grown plants a dying of the leaves which seemed to be caused by

bacteria. In these cases the disease was located on the margins of

the inner leaves which died or withered along the edge, the affected

portion being full of bacteria. This effect was entirely similar to

that produced by the physiological trouble known as " Top Burn,"

with which it is very likely more or less connected. Still there are

cases where the rotting continues down into the head leaving only

the stump intact, and no organisms but bacteria can be found, so

that the principal destruction is apparently caused by them. In

well growm plants we have found no such trouble. This appears to

be the same disease as that described by Jones, and also by White.

The bacterial stem rot mentioned by Jones and the '' Bacteriosis
"

w'hich Ilalsted speaks of seem to be quite similar to the Drop in

effect. We have never met with such a disease.

METHODS OF CONTROLLING AND ERADICATING THE DROP.

In the treatment of a disease the first essential is to understand

its cause, and when this is a parasitic organism it is of the greatest

importance to gain a knowledge of its life-history and its relation to

its environment. We have previously pointed out what is known

concerning the life-history of the fungus w'hich is the specific cause

of this disease, and our methods of treatment must take into consid-

eration this knowledge. Since the Drop fungus does not produce

myriads of light spores (conidia) similar to those produced by

Mildew, etc., but propagates itself by means of mycelium and scler-
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otia confined entirely to the soil, the problem of treating it is there-

fore one of treatment of the soil. Were we dealing with a disease

caused by a fungus capable of producing thousands of spores in the

course of a few hours, which need only a slight current of air to

waft them about in every direction, then the question of treatment

would be quite different from that of the disease under consideration.

From numerous cultures of the Drop fungus during the last three

years and from many observations in our greenhouse and others, we

have never observed that the fungus is propagated in any other

manner than by the growth of mycelium through the soil. It is

undoubtedlv disseminated from bed to bed and from one house to

another by means of tools, etc. and by transplanting plants derived

from infected propagating houses. At the beginning of our investi-

gations of the Drop in lettuce, our greenhouse which had been

recently remodeled and newly filled with fresh soil, was entirely free

from infection. Another house in this vicinity did r.ot contain any

of the Drop until some young lettuce plants were introduced into it

from Arlington. Since then, however, it has been common enough,

as no means have been taken to check it. In order to obtain a con-

siderable amount of the Drop in our lettuce house, we obtained

about one peck of badly infested soil from Arlington and in our first

experiment we inoculated three rows of plants, the infected soil

being put two or three inches deep around each plant. The results

of this inoculation can be seen in Diagram I, where the various plots

which received dififerent treatment are represented. Each plot con-

tained 55 plants set 8 inches apart in a ground bed made up of one

foot of typical Amherst loam, containing from 8 to io% organic

matter. The various plots were separated from each other by means

of boards, and except for surface treatment the soil was identical.

The conditions for all of the experiments which we shall presently

describe were nearly alike and practically the only condition offering

any variations was that of the temperature of the house and soil,

which always gave rise to ditTerences in the maturity of the plants.

The plot n. 3. (Diagram i), for example, would usually register from

four to six degrees higher than plot a, and uniform gradations of

temperature existed in the intermediate plots.

The variety of lettuce used in all the experiments was a headed

form, and the seedlings were transplanted in the usual manner,

except that seed was sown in sterilized soil, and they were subse
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against 30% in the normal or untreated plot. This experiment

shows also in favor of f in. of sterilized sand.*

Both the sand plots show cleaner lower leaves which are much

more free from decay (Botrytis Rot) than any of the untreated ones.

A similar experiment to that just described is shown in Diagram II

;

n.l n.2 n.3

•
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iment with practically the same negative result as shown in the pre-

ceding one. The results of the three foregoing experiments shown

in Diagrams I, II, and III, are conclusive enough to indicate what

might be expected from this method of treatment, and we therefore

turn our attention to the testing of larger plots in connection with

sterilization.

Experiment 4 (Diagram IV) shows the results of covering the top

of the plots with i in. and i^ in. of sterilized soil, the number of

plants in the three plots being 418. The percentage of Drop plants

in the untreated soil was 26% ; that in the i^ in. sterilized (a) 3.6%;

while that in i in. sterilized is 3.8%, or in other words, there is

shown in this experiment a saving of about 85 % of Drop by the use

of I in. and i .^ in. of sterilized soil.

We have previously alluded to the effects of desiccation upon the

germination of sclerotia, but at the time experiment 5 was made the

remarkable acceleration which is produced by this means in the

development of the sclerotia was not fully comprehended by us.

We endeavored to see what effect a long period of thorough drying

would have upon the Drop and consequently closed up the house

during the greater part of August, September and October, at which

time it was subjected to the intense rays of the sun which heated the

soil up to a temperature of 123° F. and the air thermometer regis-

tered 140° F. As the top layer of the soil became dry, a lower layer

to the depth of a foot was forked over two or three times, so that

•— Drop ©— Rhizoctonia
Diagram V. Showing the effects of soil desiccation upon the Drop. The soil was dried

from August to October.
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practically the whole amount of soil became desiccated. The result

of drying out the soil in one bed containing 308 plants can be seen

in Diagram V, which shows the same bed and soil used in the pre-

ceding experiment, literally covered with diseased lettuce plants,

representing in this case the Drop and Rhizoctonia. The number

of plants which succumbed to the two diseases is 301 out of a total

of 308, or 97%. The number subject to Drop was 235 or 76% and

the Rhizoctonia gave 66 or 21'/^.

The other half of the house with the bed containing 264 plants

waa-treated similarly, with about the same results. The increase in

the Drop due to drying was 64% over that of the same soil in the

preceding experiment (Diagram IV), which shows that this method

of treatment cannot be recommended. It is undoubtedly the influ-

ence of desiccation upon the sclerotia that accounts for the remark-

able loss from Drop which some growers have experienced.

a b n

00000000
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vator consisted of an iron rake 6 in. wide and i8 in. long, con-

structed of f and I in. iron tubing which was attached to a two

wheeled hand cultivator frame. The rake was provided with 7 teeth

of |- inch tubing 8 in. long, the lower ends of which were nearly

closed by flattening them out. Numerous small holes drilled

through the lower portion of each tube permitted the exit of steam.

Steam was connected with this apparatus through the top by means

of a hose attached to a small high pressure boiler and it passed

down through the perforated tubes into the soil with considerable

force. As the steam cultivator was passed slowly through the soil it

heated up the upper layers to the depth to which the teeth pene-

trated, which was about 4 to 6 inches. We found that b\ passing

this through the soil three or four times the temperature was raised

in some places as high as 194° F., and averaged about 168'' F.

throughout the bed. This temperature did not hold very long, how-

ever, and the corners and edges of the bed were difficult to reach.

The percentage of Drop with this treatment was 18% w'hile the

normal bed gave 19%, which equals a gain of 5%. The amount of

Rhizoctonia in the treated bed was 21% against 49% for the nor-

mal or untreated bed, or in other words, a gain of 57%. It appears

from this experiment that the Rhizoctonia does not require as high a

temperature for its extermination as the Drop. This method has

been given only one trial and while it is capable of reducing the

amount of Drop infection to a much greater extent than in this

experiment, we do not recommend its trial, or that of any other par-

tial control method, inasmuch as it would have to be used previous

to the setting out of every crop.

Larger and deeper steam cultivators could be employed which

would do the work more effectually, but in every case the corners

and edges of the bed would be difficult to reach, and hence, without

care, these places would constitute a source of contamination.

The hot water method showed better results than the preceding

one, it heated the soil to a depth of 4 in. at a temperature from 176°

F. to 186° F. (See a. Diagram VI.) The water was taken through

a hose from an adjacent pipe connected with the house system of

heating and was 210° F. as it left the hose. The top layer of the

soil was quite freely saturated with water. The percentage of Drop

was only 4.5% and there was present no Rhizoctonia or Bacterial Rot,

although the Botrytis Rot was present. Sterilization cannot be
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expected to exert any influence whatever upon the presence of the

latter disease as the spores of this fungus appear to be everywhere.

The Botrytis Rot, as already pointed out. is not caused by a genuine

parasite, and its appearance in lettuce is always associated with

plants weakened from other causes. The cause of this weakness in

our plants was due to placing them too soon in a soil which con-

tained too much water. In regard to results obtained by the use of

sawdust over the surface of the soil and the application of excelsior

and wire netting, it may be briefly stated that they show nothing of

a positive nature. The amount of rot due to any organism was as

much in one bed as in another.

The deductions which can be drawn from these various experi-

ments are, that there are certain methods of treatment which are

capable of reducing Drop to a very large extent and others which

will exterminate it, while some methods of treatment are of little

practical importance. To the latter class belongs the use of excel-

sior, sawdust, coal-ashes, sand, charcoal, sulphur, lime. etc. The

use of a layer of sand succeeds in giving a clean culture, there being

less Botrytis Rot on the lower leaves; but little more can be said of

this method. The slightly beneficial result obtained from its use

was probably due as much as anything to its modifying the mois-

ture conditions, besides covering up to a certain extent some of the

infectious material. We have found moistened sand, on the otjier

hand, an excellent medium for cultivating the Drop fungus in the

laboratory. The object in using sawdust, excelsior and wire netting

is similar to that of sand, nameh, to separate the infected soil from

the plants as much as possible and to keep them in a dry condition.

Sawdust and excelsior are less satisfactory than sand on account of

their moisture retaining properties.

Undoubtedly one of the chief factors in the development of Drop

is the stagnant air and moist conditions surrounding the base of

the plants. Could lettuce be raised up some distance from

the soil, and air and sunlight allowed to penetrate to the base of the

stem, the presence of Drop would be much reduced and this disease

would probably cause as little trouble as the Timber Rot in cucum-

bers, which is caused by the same organism. The influence of close

culture can be seen frequently upon such crops as parsley, water-

cress, etc., when grown in the greenhouse. When these plants are

crowded, the Drop fungus attacks their tender etiolated, or light
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secluded stems, whereas when these plants are not crowded the sun-

light has an opportunity to penetrate to the stems and they are not

attacked by this fungus. This indicates that the Drop is, in some

instances at least, associated with abnormal conditions in plant

development. The close growth of lettuce to the soil is quite nor-

mal to it, although it is probable that the more delicate stems which

result from the modern forcing method render lettuce slightly more

susceptible to the Drop than when grown under conditions where

less forcing is resorted to. The method of surface sterilization and

total sterilization are the only methods at the present time found

worthy of consideration, unless we resort to the method of com-

pletely changing the soil in the houses, which would be expensive

when one has a large range of houses to care for. There is a

material reduction in the amount of disease by using one or two

inches of sterilized soil upon the surface of the bed. -This method

has been tried for two years by one of the largest and most success-

ful growers in this state with practically the same results which we

have obtained here.

The hot water method just described has been employed by Hit-

tinger Bros, of Belmont, Mass.. whose area of lettuce soil under

glass may be reckoned by acres. This treatment is quite efficient,

and would probably work better on coarse soils such as Arlington

than on tine soil, on account of differences in their water retaining

capacity, especially if transplanting takes place immediately after

treatment, inasmuch as we found that our plants were stimulated too

much by the saturated soil. Another grower who had experienced

a loss of about 25% from Drop treated his house with hot water

heated by means of steam in a barrel and poured on the soil with a

pail. It took a man 3 days to treat a house 256x50 feet, decidedly

beneficial results being obtained. While the results obtained from

this surface sterilization method are encouraging, in our opinion the

troublesome details connected with their constant repetition make

such a method in the end much more expensive than complete steri-

lization of the soil. This has already been accomplished on a large

scale by some growers. In one instance two houses 225 ft. by 30,

and 125 ft. by 20 ft. respectively, have been tiled and subjected to

steam heat with the result that the two crops following this process

were stated to be the best ever obtained. The tile, however, were

not placed to the best advantage in this trial ;
the two inch tile were
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laid 8 in. deep and iS in. apart, but far better results could be

obtained in having the tile 9 or lo inches apart. The expense of

treating the house once for all is far less in the end than

continual treatment of the surface layer, and while the sterilization

method is more or less of a bother, the only alternative at the pres-

ent time is a complete change of the soil, which would be more

troublesome and expensive to most lettuce growers than steriliza-

tion. Where a bed is properly tiled and where a large steam boiler

is at hand, the heating of the soil can be more readily done than

mos! people imagine. We are of the opinion that when a house is

once free from Drop it can be kept in this condition for some time

providing that care be taken not to use tools which have been in

infected houses, and also when applying manure to see to it that it

does not contain the germs of Drop. In all probability, horse

manure taken from localities where the refuse from lettuce and

cucumber houses has not been thrown would be free from Drop
germs.

Irrigation.

In connection with the preceding experiments that have been

described there were carried on some investigations relating to the

effects of sub-irrigation upon the suppression of the Drop. The

results of these experiments were not sufficiently marked for drawing

any definite conclusions, though in almost every case the sub-irrigated

plots showed less of the disease.

Rotation.

The rotation of crops in soil containing the Drop does not appear

to reduce the amount of infectious material. On the other hand,

during rotation tlie mycelium of the fungus increases and becomes
more generally distributed.

Results of Treating the Drop with Chemicals.

In the treatment of pathogenic(disease producing)organisms located

in the soil by chemical substances we have a problem to deal with

quite different from treating foliage. Such a problem is much more

difficult than when we have to deal with foliage, inasmuch as it is

not impossible in most instances to cover the latter with an adhesive

mixture that will act to a greater or less extent as a prevention to
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the development of fungi. The depth of the soil which would have

to be treated, the considerably large volume of air-space* which

would have to be subjected to fungicides, and the difficulty of reach-

ing this space, together with the extremely delicate relationship exist-

ing between the soil and plant-growth, make the problem of the

application of a fungicide to the soil a difficult one. Certain deli-

cate organisms such as that which gives rise to Club-foot appear to

be affected by the application of lime to the soil, and sulphur is

used in the same way as a remedy for Potato-scab, but unfortunately

all fungous and insect pests are not so susceptible to treatment.

From the beginning of our experiments upon the treatment of soil

fungi we had little faith in the treatment of the soil by means of

chemicals, but the reported beneficial results obtained by some gar-

deners by the use of certain substances, induced us to give them a

trial. There are always certain substances recommended for every

disease, which constitute panaceas as it were for all troubles. The

number of diseases for example which lime and sulphur are believed

to cure would fill a volume, but the number that they actually exert

an influence upon would require only a small space for enumer-

ation. One writer in a gardener's journal stated a few years ago in

the most positive language that the Rot Disease of lettuce can be

entirely controlled by simply sprinkling a little lime upon the sur-

face of the soil. It may be very gratifying to gardeners to learn

from one of their brethren that a troublesome disease can be dis-

posed of so readily ; nevertheless should they give the remedy a

trial and find it to their sorrow a failure, they are likely to feel quite

differently. The practice of advocating remedies which have never

been thoroughly tried, and which nine times out of ten fail, consti-

tutes a menace to the introduction of efficient ones. We have

already briefly alluded to experiments in which lime, sulphur and

charcoal were tried separately on different beds (see experiment 2)

and the negative results obtained from their use. These substances

were sprinkled on the surface of the soil quite liberally, in fact, so as

to entirely cover the surface with a thin coating. In every instance

the mycelium of the Drop fungus was observed growing over the

surface of the soil coated with this substance without apparently the

slightest ill effect to the fungus. Another experiment was also tried

*The volume of space in tlie average lettuce soil is about 40^ or 50?*.
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in the laboratory in which three slant tubes of prune agar were com-

pletely covered with powdered sulphur, lime and charcoal respec-

tively, and then inoculated with portions of the Drop mycelium. In

each experiment the mycelium grew over the coating of the sub-

stance as profusely as in normal cultures wherein no such substances

were employed. The experiments show conclusively that lime, char-

coal and sulphur utterly fail as a remedy for the Drop, even when

put on the soil thick enough to form a considerable covering.

TJje success with which the fumes or gases given off from certain

substances are being used as insecticides has suggested the trial of

similar methods for treating destructive fungi in the greenhouse and

this has been tested especially with regard to lettuce diseases. The

value of such a method, if it could be applied with success,, is very

easily seen, as in treating a house between crops no limit need be

placed upon the strength of the gas employed. It is quite essential

however that in treating houses for the Drop or Rhizoctonia, which

thrive in the soil, that not only must the gas be fungicidal in its

effects, but that it possesses sufficient power of penetration to per-

meate the soil to a considerable depth and exercise its destructive

action. Could such a gas be j^roduced in an economical and prac-

tical way it would be of inestimable value to all growers of green-

house plants. It is not difficult to tind a considerable number of

gaseous substances which have strong fungicidal properties and

which may also be readily and cheaply produced. To choose

among these it is essential to find out especially their relative effects

upon fungi and plants, (the most desirable combination being, of

course, a maximum of the former with a minimum of the latter) and

their ability to penetrate the soil. Upon these features depend their

value as greenhouse fungicides.

HYDROCYANIC GAS.

This sas was first chosen for trial on account of its extensive use

as an insecticide. For such purposes it is often used with living

plants in the greenhouse, though occasionally with serious damage.

It is also used very extensively in fumigating nursery stock and in

various other ways for fumigating against insects. It is a deadly

poison to all animal life, causing almost instantaneous death when

inhaled in any quantity. This gas is produced by treating cyanid
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of potash with sulphuric acid ; the gas being given off when these

two substances are combined. In these experiments it was first

tested in its eiTects upon the spores of various fungi in open air. A
tight case containing about 8 cu. ft. was used into which was put a

glass slide bearing a drop of water with the spores to be tested.

The production of the gas was then started and the case closed for

the desired length of time, after which the slide was placed in a

moist chamber and the spores observed at intervals as to their ger-

mination. In all cases the results were checked by means of

untreated slides. A well marked fungicidal efTect of the gas was

evident, and where 20 grams of potassium cyanid were combined

with 40 grams of sulphuric acid diluted with 20 cubic-centimetres of

water the spores of Botrytis vulgaris were killed when exposed to

the gas for so short a period as fifteen minutes. In the experiment

where 10 grams of potassium cyanid were used, the Botrytis spores

failed to be killed after forty minutes exposure, although germination

was almost entirely prevented. When 20 grams of cyanid were

used, tube cultures of the " Drop " fungus (Sclerotinia) were exposed

to the gas and were found to be readily killed with about the average

exposure required for the spores. This shows, therefore, that the

lettuce-attacking-fungi, or their spores, can be killed with cyanid

gas when freely exposed to it. There remains to be considered its

effect upon plants and its power of penetrating the soil. The first

point was readily determined by placing plants in the case during

the treatment and in this connection it may be stated that they were

invariably killed. Furthermore a test was made of spores of the

carnation rust from plants which had been nearly killed by an over-

dose of the gas used as an insecticide, and it was found that they

germinated freely.

In regard to penetration of the soil the following tests were made :

Spores of Botrytis were placed in a drop of water within a glass cell

on a slide and a strip of coarse cheese cloth fastened over the top to

keep out the dirt. The slides thus prepared were then buried rather

loosely in a box of fine loamy soil and the whole exposed to the gas

in the closed chamber. Depths of ^, r, i^, and 2 in. were tried,

both in dry and wet soil. With an exposure of from one to several

hours, using 20 grams of cyanid, no effect whatever could be

detected. It was plainly evident that the gas did not penetrate the

soil to any appreciable extent. Tests were also made with the Drop
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fungus. Remains of lettuce plants infected with the disease were

buried just beneatli the surface in pots of soil and thoroughly

exposed to the gas. After several hours they were taken out and

placed in the greenhouse, where the fungus immediately started into

growth and developed luxuriantly upon the soil, showing not the

slightest effect from the gas. One of our greenhouses was treated

with this gas at the following rate : i oz. of potassium cyanid, i oz.

of sulphuric acid and 3 oz. of water to 150 cu. ft. of space, with the

result, that no kind of fungi either in the soil or upon the plants was

affected. From these results it may be concluded that hydrocyanic

gas has considerable value for fumigating a house between crops

and killing insects and fungi where exposed to its action, but as a

fungicide to be used with living plants or for the control of the Drop

fungus, it has no value whatever.

FORMALDEHYDE GAS.

This gas was chosen for experiment on account of its rapidly

increasing use as a germicide and disinfectant. It results from the

imperfect combustion of wood alcohol, and is produced by burning

the latter substance in a lamp made especially for the purpose.

Several different makes of these lamps are in the market. In these

experiments a single burner '' Moffatt " lamp, presented by E. Lilly

& Co., Indianapolis, Ind., was used. Larger sizes and various

styles are made by the same company. Spores of Botrytis were not

entirely prevented from germination when exposed sixty minutes to

formaldehyde gas in the case used in the last experiment. Tube
cultures of the Drop fungus when exposed for several hours under

the same conditions were killed. A test was also made by burning

the lamp for tweJve hours in a portion of a greenhouse in which

there was a bench of carnations considerably affected by rust, the

space area being within the capacity of the lamp. Subsequent tests

showed that the rust spores germinated freely and apparently were

not at all injured. Beneath the surface of the soil the same results

appeared as with cyanid gas ; namely no effect. With exposure of

twelve hours in the small tight case it could not be seen that the gas

had the slightest effect beneath the surface. Plainly therefore this

gas has no practical value as a fungicide for these organisms.
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The fumes of burning sulphur are well known' as one of the

strongest disinfectants. In experimenting with this substance 5

grams were burned in the 8 cu. ft. case. This killed effectually all

kinds of spores and cultures of the Drop fungus in fifteen minutes
;

the shortest time tried. It was hoped that it might also prove effect-

ual in the soil, but a trial showed that as in the other cases no effect

whatever was produced beneath the surface. Burning sulphur very

freely in the greenhouse for half a day at a time failed to kill the

Rhizoctonia or Drop fungus in the superficial tissues of infected

lettuce plants, and various weeds and grasses growing in the soil

were only affected above the surface of the ground, moreover various

seeds contained in the soil showed abundant signs of life two or

three days later. This substance can therefore be highly recom-

mended for disinfecting the air, woodwork, etc., but for controlling

the Drop it is entirely useless.

CARBON BISULPHID.

The evaporation of ten cubic centimeters of this substance in the

case appeared to be entirely without effect upon spores in the air. It

was also tried in the soil by pouring small quantities into holes in

Drop infested earth, also with no effect.

BRO.MIN.

It was found that liquid Bromin evaporated in the case had con-

siderable fungicidal effect. Tube cultures of the Drop fungus were

killed by it. It showed no more power of penetrating the soil, how-

ever, than the other gases.

CHLORIN.

The same results were obtained with chlorin gas, produced by

combining Chlorid of Lime and Sulphuric Acid. The powerful

gas thus produced readily kills spores in the air and appears to be

among the best gaseous disinfectants, but it shows no effect beneath

the surface of the soil.

From these results it appears that of these substances cyanid

gas, sulphur, (burning), and chlorin are very efficacious for general

disinfection between crops, though all are dangerous or fatal to
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living plants. For the absolute control of lettuce diseases, none

of the substances experimented upon have any value, and there

appears to be very little probability that any similar treatment will

be successful. However powerful the toxic effect of the gaS' may be,

the indispensable penetration of the soil from the surface seems to

be entirely lacking.

Effects of Temperature Upon the Drop.

The following shows the rate of development of the Drop myce-

lium at different temperatures. Pure cultures were used in prune

agar slant tubes and the development of the mycelium with which

eachtube was inoculated was noted.

TABLE SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF THE DROP FUNGUS AT DIFFER-

ENT TEMPERATURES.

Average Temperature, 48' F. 54° F. 60° F. 76° F. 101° F.

Degree of Development,' Mere trace gj^ g^^wl^"'^^ ^tf"^ gia.

These experiments lasted ten days, the readings being made three

times each day, and the temperatures given represent only the aver-

age temperature for the whole period. From these experiments it is

clear that the optimum or best temperature for the development of

the mycelium of the Drop is not far from 76° F., and that an aver-

age temperature of 101° F. is too high for much growth.

The temperature at times went higher than 101° F., otherwise

greater growth would have taken place. On the other hand the

mycelium will develop at 48° F. and probably at a temperature

somewhat lower than this, but this point retards growth and would

require a longer ti'me than ten days for the culture to show well

developed mycelium growth.

A greenhouse kept at a low temperature is held by some to be

less subject on this account to disease. This appears to be true in

the case of the Botrytis disease, which is not of a strictly parasitic

nature, but with the real Drop the evidence at our disposal shows

no decided lessening of the disease on account of low temperatures.

Experienced growers, who run their houses at what are considered

proper temperatures, often suffer serious loss from this disease,

3
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which would not occur if low temperatures would control the trouble.

In our house, also, no such effect has been evident except with the

Botrytis disease. With low temperatures lettuce will develop much

more slowly, as will the Drop, and in the end little would be gained.

Practical men prefer not to wait twelve weeks for the development

of lettuce when a better article at greater profit can be produced in

one-half this time.

The maximum temperature which the mycelium will stand appears

to be not far from 130° F., while the sclerotia are not killed until

the temperature reaches a much higher point. Numerous experi-

ments were made with sclerotia buried in the soil, the temperatures •

to which they were subjected being brief in duration. The temper-

ature of 160° F. in most cases killed the sclerotia, though in some

experiments made with sclerotia of a larger type it was found that it

took considerable more heat to kill them. Somewhat lower tem-

perature for a longer time would doubtless be equally effective.

Sclerotia subjected for a brief period of time to a considerably high

temperature not sufficient to kill them, were greatly accelerated in

their germination.

The minimum temperature which the Drop will stand has not been

ascertained either for sclerotia or mycelium, but it may be stated

that we have never observed any detriment from exposing it to a

temperature below zero. Some of the large sclerotia and also bread

cultures of the usual Drop fungus were left out of doors for about a

month in midwinter. The temperature "went down to at least'— 12° F.

on two occasions and was below freezing almost all the time. When
brought into the laboratory all the material at once showed strong

stimulation by the cold, producing a much more abundant mycelium

growth than in similar lots not frozen. From what we know in

regard to the behavior of other reproductive bodies, there is reason

to believe that the sclerotia are capable of standing exceedingly low

temperatures without interfering in the least with their vitality.

Period of Greatest Loss to Lettuce Crops by Disease.

From carefully dated records made of the Drop and other dis-

eases, we are able to ascertain at what period in the life-history of

thj lettuce plants they succumb to disease. The curve shown in

Diagram VII, represents the average amount of Drop recorded each
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Diagram VH. Showinjj the relative amount of tlie weekly loss from Drop in a luttuce

crop. The figures at the bottom of the diagram represent the number of weeks. Those in

the vertical column at the left the number of infected plants. Average of three experiments.

week in three experiments. The crops in these experiments occu-

pied nearly the same amount of time for their maturity, and they

represented about the same amount of development when set out,

that is they were about seven weeks along from seed, and when

transplanted in the house it took them about seven weeks to reach

maturity. These observations were made during the time the plants

remained in. the infected soil in the house, since previous to this

time they had been growing in sterilized soil and were free from

disease. Plants started in infected soil might show symptoms of

Drop somewhat earlier than those planted in sterilized soil. From

the data represented by the curve it appears that the DroiD increased

rather slowly at first until the fourth week was reached, when it

increased very rapidly, readying its maximum at the sixth week, just

previous to the time the crop reached maturity.

A curve based upon data from one experiment in which the

amount of Rhizoctonia was recorded was quite similar, the maximum

amount of disease due to Rhizoctonia coinciding with that given in

Diagram VII for the Drop. This also seems to be true in a general

way in th? case of the Botrytis Rot,
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Amount of Damage Caused by Fungous Diseases of Lettuce.

No attempt has been made to ascertain, in dollars and cents, the

exact amount of loss due to fungous diseases. The proportion of

lettuce plants, however, which succumb to disease is anywhere from

15 to 85 or go%. The latter percentages are very exceptional, as

growers are not content to experience this loss more than once with-

out making radical changes in their methods. Practically entire

crops have been destroyed by Drop alone to our knowledge, and the

majority of growers in Massachusetts have experienced at one time

or another a loss of from 15% to 40%. The loss of 25% from

Drop is no uncommon experience in a large number of lettuce

houses and when we consider that these houses each may contain

from 6000 to 12000 plants, worth from 40 cts. to $1.00 per dozen,

some idea of the loss may be obtained. In addition to the loss from

Drop, there are others arising from such diseases as Rhizoctonia,

Botrytis Rot, Mildew, and Top-burn, but the last three diseases

need not enter very seriously into an experienced lettuce grower's

calculations.

Lettuce Diseases in General.

In addition to the various rots which have already been consid-

ered, we have at times in this state two other diseases, namely.

Mildew, {Bremia Lactucae Regel.) and the physiological trouble

known as Top-burn. Two other diseases of lettuce known as

Anthracnose* and Leaf-spot** have been described by the Ohio

Experiment Station, but they have never been called to our attention in

Massachusetts. In considering lettuce diseases as a whole, we can

arrange them into three groups based upon the specific causes which

give rise to them. These three -groups of diseases may be character-

ized as follows :

First : Those which occur in apparently healthy plants and which

are directly due to pathogenic (disease producing) organisms.

Second : Those which occur in plants that are abnormal, origi-

nating from irrational treatment or from inherent weakness, and

which are aggravated by the presence of either pathogenic or non-

pathogenic organisms.

Third : Those which are brought about entirely by abnormal

treatment, result in physiological disorders, and as a rule neither

pathogenic nor non-pathogenic organisms are present.

*Ohio Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. ^z. **Ohio Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 44.
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In the first group can be placed the purely parasitic organisms,

such as those which cause Drop and Rhizoctonia Rot. One of the

characteristic features distinguishing the disease known as the Drop

is that seemingly healthyf lettuce plants fall a prey to it with the

same apparent ease as plants presenting slightly abnormal character-

istics. We have here therefore a veritable parasite to deal with, and

any mode of treatment of this disease must take these facts into

consideration. It is quite evident that for the control of diseases

in this group we must pay attention to other matters than the green-

house conditions, although this class of diseases can be subdued

somewhat by changing the conditions under which they are growing.

The second group of lettuce diseases with which fungi are asso-

ciated are brought about primarily by some physiologically abnormal

condition, and the fungi in such instances are merely secondary

intrusions. To this latter group belong the Botrytis Rot, Mildew,

and Bacterial Rot. The first requisite in their treatment or, more

properly speaking, their exclusion, consists in understanding lettuce

requirements, and paying the strictest attention to the details of

heat, light, ventilation, moisture, soil, etc., or in other words to

proper cultural conditions of the crop. There are to be sure

instances where plants may receive normal treatment from the most

skillful gardeners and become diseased, as. for example from the use

of poor seed or constitutional weaknesses inherent in the stock.

The lettuce Mildew, however, which seldom causes much harm in

this State appears from our observations to occur on plants which

have received a set-back from transplanting, as it is found largely

upon the outer leaves of newly transplanted plants and also upon

the older leaves of nearly matured heads. The Mildew was intro-

duced into two houses at the Station a few years ago where it

existed for only one' season. This fungus propagates by conidia (sum-

mer spores) and by oogonia (winter spores). The latter reproduc-

tive organs were never observed by us on our plants, and as our

lettuce crop was followed by tomatoes, which do not constitute a

tPlants which have been under cultivation for a miniber of generations cannot be consid-

ered in a strict sense as in a normal condition, notwithstanding their capability of respond-

ing to skillful treatment in a manner which apparently is normal, or at least not presenting

pathological conditions. The modifications wrought in their anatomical and physiological

characteristics by long cultivation, influence to a large extent their environmental adapta-

tions and render them susceptible to diseases not occurring in their uncultivated state.
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host for this fungus, and as the soil underwent desiccation, the

conidia apparently died out and hence no further infection has been

noticed.

Under the third group of diseases peculiar to lettuce we can

include the Top-burn, the cause of which has no special reference

to a specific organism, it being brought about by the failure or per-

version of the normal physiological activities of the plant. Micro-

organisms, however, may not infrequently accompany the diseased

tissues. If a sharp knife is plunged into the soil to some depth and

passed around in proximity to the lettuce plant so as to cut off the apices

of the roots we can produce artificially the characteristic symptoms

of Top-burn. This simple experiment teaches us that Top-burn is asso-

ciated incidentally at least with root absorption, but there are other

elements which come into play in practical greenhouse management

which bear upon the prevalence of this disease. Indeed it is pos-

sible to fill a house with Top-burn and ruin a crop within the short

space of twenty-four hours by disregarding temperature and light

conditions. Top-burn is most commonly brought about in the fol-

lowing manner. If the night and day temperatures are run high dur-

ing a period of cloudy weather and this period is followed by bright

sunshine. Top-burn is quite sure to follow. The reason of this is

that a high temperature accompanied by cloudy weather causes

active growth, which results in producing tissues of an extremely

delicate character. When exposed to intense sunlight and rapid

transpiration, the edges of the young leaves wilt, collapse

and turn black. The remedy for this group of diseases consists

therefore in paying strict attention to the details governing healthy

plants and, in case of Top-burn in regulating the day and night

temperatures in accordance with the conditions of the crop and

weather. Skillful lettuce growers understand quite well the cause of

the Top-burn and are able to control it successfully. Inasmuch as

lettuce plants make the most growth at night, the danger from high

temperature at this time is the greatest, especially when the crop is

approaching maturity. High temperature at night on immature

plants is allowable and during clear days the temperature can go

frequently as high as 80° or 90" F. either on mature or immature

plants without causing any injury.
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Summary.

In the lettuce forcing industry, which is of great importance in

Massachusetts, much loss is experienced by various diseases of the

crop, of which rotting is the worst. The amount of loss due to this

cause is very commonly 25% and occasionally a whole crop is

destroyed.

This trouble has been prevalent for some time, but its real nature

has been very little known. It has been found to be caused by sev-

eral -"different fungi entirely distinct from each other, and differing

very much in their mode of development and relations to the crop.

Botrytis vulgaris, the fungus to which the trouble has generally

been ascribed, occurs very rarely upon well grown lettuce as a real

parasite and is of minor importance. It is commonly associated

with the troubles known indefinitely as " Damping Off," " Mildew,"
" Black Root," and " Rot."

By far the worst trouble is that characterized by a rotting of the

stem and sudden and complete collapse of the whole plant, which is

known as the " Drop."

This disease has been found to be caused by a fungus called

Sderotinia Libertiaiia, which has not previously been described on

lettuce, but is well known as the cause of many similar diseases of

other plants.

The spread of this fungus in the greenhouse is almost entirely by

growth in the soil, where by means of special organs called sclerotia

it is able to exist indefinitely between crops and resist all the ordin-

ary influences of Nature.

Another undescribed disease of lettuce has been found which is

caused by a species of Rhizoctonia. This is much less prevalent

than the Drop and is characterized by a rotting of the leaf blades.

No serious bacterial rot of lettuce is prevalent in this State.

By sterilizing the soil either wholly or in part, the Drop and Rhiz-

octonia can be completely eradicated or suppressed.

Experiments show that | in. or | in. surface coverings of steril-

ized sand or earth gave a reduction of 47% in the amount of Drop.

One inch of sterilized sand or earth gave an average reduction of

87% ; \\ in. of sterilized soil an average of 93%, and 2, 3, and 4

in. gave 100% reduction or no Drop whatsoever, when not contami-

nated by infected material.
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The treatment of the soil by hot water, which raised the tempera-

ture of the surface from 176° F. to 186° F. to a depth of 4 in.,

reduced the amount of Drop 76% and completely killed the

Rhizoctonia.

Treating the surface with a steam rake raised the temperature of

the soil to 168° F. to a depth of 4 or 5 in. This treatment suc-

ceeded in reducing the Drop only 5% ; the Rhizoctonia being

reduced 57 %.
The amount of heat necessary to kill the Drop is about 160" F.;

that for the Rhizoctonia appears to be somewhat less.

This method of treatment possesses no value for such diseases as

the Botrytis, Mildews, Bacterial-Rot, etc., which can be controlled

by proper management of the crop.

Other than the methods of heating the only alternative is chang-

ing the soil.

The application of such substances as lime, sulphur, and charcoal

to the surface of the soil exerts no repressive influence on the Drop

or other lettuce diseases.

Coatings of sawdust, coal ashes and sand applied to the surface

of the soil exert only a slight controlling influence upon the Drop.

The last substance, however, showed generally less Botrytis-Rot.

Sub-irrigation, by reducing the surface moisture, has a tendency

to lessen the amount of rot.

Experiments with various gases showed that while some are capa-

ble of killing rot fungi when freely exposed to their influence, they

are all powerless when the organisms are superficially embedded in

plant tissues or in the soil.

Freezing the soil has no detrimental effect upon the Drop ; on the

other hand the development of the sclerotia is accelerated by

freezing.

Desiccation exerts a remarkable accelerating influence upon the

development of the sclerotia ; in one experiment the amount of Drop

was increased 64%.
The period in the development of the crop at which the greatest

loss occurs is at about the time of maturity.

The optimum conditions for the development of the Drop fungus

are practically the same as those for lettuce.
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WOOD ASHES.

733-737. I and II. Received from Sunderland, Mass.

III. Received from Fitchburg, Mass.

IV. Received from Amesbury, Mass.

V. Received from Grafton, Mass.

Per Cent.



II.





Per Cent.
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PRODUCT FROM GARBAGE PLANT.

795. I- Received from New Bedford, Mass.



I.

73.57
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Moisture at 100° C,
Total Phosphoric acid,

Potassium oxide,

Calcium oxide.

Nitrogen,

Insoluble matter.

Magnesium oxide,

Ferric^oxide,

Aluminum oxide.

Sulphuric acid.

Chlorine,

Carbonic acid,

The character of this material depends, in a controlling degree

upon the process of precipitation.

*Not determined.

Per Cent.
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TRADE VALUES

OF FERIILIZING INGREDIENTS IN RA-W MATERIALS

AND CHEMICALS.

1900.

Cents per pounrt.

Nitrogen in ammonia salts, 17.0

" nitrates, 13.5

Organic nitrogen in dry and fine ground fish, meat, blood,

and in high-grade mixed fertilizers, 15.5

" " " fine bone and tankage, 15.5

" " " medium bone and tankage, 11.0

Phosphoric acid soluble in water, 4.5

" " soluble in ammonium citrate, 4.0

" " in fine ground fish, bone and tankage, 4.0

" " in cottonseed meal, castor pomace

and wood ashes, 4.0

" "in coarse fish, bone and tankage, 3.0

" " insoluble (in water and in am. cit.)

in mixed fertilizers, 2.0

Potash as Sulphate, free from Chlorides, 5.0

" " Muriate, 4.25

The market value of low priced materials used for manurial pur-

poses, as salt, wood ashes, various kinds of lime, barnyard manure,

factory refuse and waste materials of different description, quite

frequently does not stand in close relation to the current market

value of the amount of essential articles of plant food they contain.

Their cost varies in different localities. Local facilities for cheap

transportation and more or less advantageous mechanical conditions

for a speedy acticn, exert as a rule, a decided influence on their

selling price.

The market cost of the different essential elements of plant food,

with the exception of the nitrogen compounds, compares favorably

with the prices of the same ingredients for the year 1899. Nitrogen

compounds show a material increase in cost as compared with the

previous year.
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